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I. Introductory Section 
A. The Problem 
Small firms are concerned with the problem of improving 
their management techniques with limited facilities. Their manage-
ment skills are generally not fully rounded, so that there is a two-
fold question: 
1. How do we know there is a problem and what it is, and 
2. How do we find a good soluti on that fits our circum-
stances? Failure to improve often arises from management's lack of 
broad standards by which to judge existing operations. There may 
be a ~feeling~ that an area needs attention, but the form of organi-
zation, and reliance on employees of long experience to whom delega-
tion has seemed sufficient in the past, can delay investigation long 
past the time when effective changes should be considered. 
Unfortunately, when one organizational element is 11sick," 
it is too often true that the poison is widespread and that may not 
point out the real focus of infection. Organization charts merely 
identify gross functional or operational aspects. A weakness in 
one element, because of the permeation of common systems, may show 
up any place along the line of control and command. Thus we might 
see slow deliveries of wrong goods reflect in a drop-off in sales, 
causing pressure on sales effort rather than on better methods, i.e., 
we put salve on the sore rather than use a medicine to cure its cause. 
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Over the years, new requirements can add new growths to the control 
structure of an organization, and certain symptoms become slowly 
evident when the new factors are not studied and integrated into 
prior patterns. Poor integration can cause too many: 
Documents 
Postings to controls, registers and ledgers 
Handlings of both papers and products 
Delays in process 
Errors arising from transcription, overload, lack of 
reconcilement, breakdown of control~ 
Employees 
Pieces of equipment and square feet of space 
These excesses in themselves are costly. Their combined 
effects are damaging. They oan progressively add up to: 
Higher operating cost 
Loss of control of funds, goods and services 
Delay in meeting customer requirements 
Loss of competitive position 
Unprofitable operation 
Failure 
7 
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B • . What Has Been Done . 
Management has taken a number of steps and approaches to 
solve systemic headaches. 
Historically, the greatest impetus has oome from the devel-
opment and sale of labor-saving devices that have been bought by 
business to answer its problems . In the field of paper-work, with 
which this discussion is primarily concerned, a number of ~systems~ 
office equipment firms have grown, starting from the invention of 
the typewriter, through carbon paper, bookkeeping and duplicating 
machines, into the most modern tabulating and electronic equipment. 
One company may develop a system that benefits its awn 
operations, but it is the equipment firm that discovers haw to apply 
that discovery to a large number of fir.ms at a profit that spreads 
the results of methods improvement most rapidly. 
Except in large companies, the cost of systems men and an 
apparently limited area for their use has kept their number at a 
relatively low level. They should be as skilled in their trades as 
the engineers who do comparable jobs in the production shop, but 
the less obvious need for such skills has retarded the growth of 
engineering work in offices. 
Less skilled men may be hired, from a competitor as e. 
ttspecialist," or as a young graduate of good training who is assigned 
to an apparent problem as a sideline until operating details take 
over his time • 
An office manager or comptroller might apply what he reads 
and hears, but his time is ordinarily too fill ed, minor changes that 
add up to major savings are not obvious, and improvements do not 
accrue. 
Interchange of information has become a valuable tool 
through associations and plant visits by members of a trade. This 
has led to some improvements across the board as trade standards 
and methods are developede }ffiDGA, NEHDA and many others have 
helped. But it still is a problem for a firm to make studies and 
changes because of operating workload impose d on i ts key men. As 
an example, certain firms have found open-shelf filing to be highly 
economical. But it is not the startling sor t of development t hat 
other managements would analyze oause of a general laok of aware-
ness of the importance of fili ng . And since shelving represents a 
muoh smaller equipment sale than filing cabinets, there is relatively 
little pressure put on the system by sales firms. 
Consulting firms can examine and make recommendationse 
This tool is less used than others, because of fear of the stranger, 
lack of confidence in the return, and because the price seems out 
of lin for less than major problems. Consultants have their place , 
and are assiduous once they are hired. They have ttknow-how, n and 
for certain problems , they provide speed of s olution that is not 
available through other meansa 
Editorial requirements of business periodicals put limits 
on mechanical discussions in a fashion that is showing little signs 
9 
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of being changed~ Engineering publications go into de ailed charts 
and analyses because of the detail-mindedness of their readers. Of-
fice management has not demanded that sort of detail. This attitude 
is improving, but there still is not the reflection in office mage.-
zines of general tabular data and standards that can readily con-
verted t o the use of other firms. 
Effective material is published by office e ipment firms 
that emphasize the systems approach. They have had a profound ef-
feet on some systems activities in business, insofar s their sales-
home offices are generally loaded with material of siderable value, 
but the average management man is not aware of it, too often does 
not want to be under obligation to an equipment syste s fir,m that 
will work out his problt3m in terms of equipment. 
The systems company's problem is partially ne of selling 
I 
an intangible, and partly of exposing the right kind f information 
at the right time and place without raising sales cos out of pro-
portion to the returne Thus many small firms are not advised of 
the improvell¥3nts that develop. Their systems may be odified occa-
sionally but their progress is slow. 
There is another limitation on the systems ales firm's 
value. It sells what it has even though its product ay not fit 
the needs of that customer. The average salesman is iven limi·ted 
systems tools to sell only his commodity. 
A gross case of the poorly informed systems alesman arises 
often in bookkeeping machines. The sad fact is that s oh machines 
affect only 10 per cent to 20 per cent of the paper wo k in an average 
system, and neither the salesman nor the customer are rdinarily 
aware that the biggest savings can be made outside of he machine 
operation. 
c. The Thesis Approach 
This thesis is designed to pr ovide informati n on certain 
control patterns to a reader from a small firm's manag It 
give s him a set of practic&l examples to which have be n applied a 
cros s-section of control theories on a line basis, plu an analysis 
on a functional basisa Both aspects a re designed to allow him to 
compare his own methods against outst anding systems de eloped by 
we l l -qualified firms. 
The companies were not asked to identify the'r policies 
or reasons for establishing certain steps, but the logic of the con-
text, plu s twenty years of experience in handl ing similar controls, 
permits the analyst to attribute his reasoning of ttwh "the steps 
were established. 
Management teohniques and management contro s have been 
considered at length in numerous volumes and are beyo the capaoity 
of one thesis. To make a manageable package, our dis ussion has been 
narrowed to those control factors t hat can be identif ed in representa-
tive order-filling systems. 
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To obvi.ate semantic problems, basic data hav; been tied 
to multi~column process charts around which detailed d scussions 
have been built. 
It was planned to use five such charts, the ther two 
being based on related department store and job-shop m nufaoturing 
systems, but the additional time required for analysis exceeded the 
time available for our research and reporting. , material 
from those and other systems in the writer's experienc have been 
incorporated to expand points which the systems discus ed did not 
adequately cover. 
The next three chapters consist of the basic charts of 
the order-filling procedures at three leading New Engl nd firms, in 
mail-order, paper and novelty manufacturing, and appli nee distribu-
tion, with detailed analysis of each applicable contr 1 feature on 
a line basis. 
The later chapters compare the systems on a functional 
basis. Understanding of the functional comparisons i based on 
knowledge of the three procedures, so they are treate in detail 
in the body of the report rather than being relegated to an appen-
dix. They are the essence of the report. 
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Dv Topological Aspects 
The topological mathematician has a viewpoi that may 
simplify physical comparison between the systems. He ounts the 
number of intersections in a network of lines and two 
systems to be comparable that have an equal number of lines arid 
intersections in the same relationship, regardless of lengths or 
curves, and sometimes of time or dimensional plane. 
The basic Breck system might be topologioall compared to 
the letter I. The order comes in one door, passes thr ugh several 
steps in a straight thrust, and goes out the shipping oor leaving 
no papers behind. If we consider the segregation of c sh from the 
order, it appears like an inverted Y. 
The Dennison system topologically looks like the letter Q. 
The order arrives, goes through a series of steps, ret rns to its 
point of first entry, then goes on to be billed 
The Eastern system is like a fish-net or with paper 
paths that separate and return to be tied together n. It is 
one of the more common forms of mode rn system, designe to do 
several tasks simultaneously instead of in sequence as the other 
two do. 
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MULTI-COLUMN PROCESS CHART 
ot 
Joa. Breck & Sons' 
Mail Order Filling and Shipping Procedure 
(OVER) 
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II. Jos~ A· Breck & Sons , Corp. 
A· Analysis 
Breck incorporates four different types ~anization, 
wholesale hardware and seeds, retail stores, mail , and manu-
facturing. Mail order requires the highest degree of rganization, 
and this system is quite representative of the best an simplest of 
such systems. Mail order has become more highly stre lined than 
procedures with smaller volume because of the research of the large 
mail-order houses, whose findings have been widely use by many of 
the firms in the field. 
Specific comments to clarify steps are 
numbered according to the steps shown on the ch~rts. 
1. Mail is received for the basic izational 
units together. Orders applying to specific mail-orde catalogs 
are identified by codes appearing on their self-addres ed reply 
envelopes. Several catalogs may be outstanding and ~c ive at one 
time. The daily income from any catalog is quickly imated by 
weighing the mail and applying a dollar conversion fac or, (which 
varies between catalogs.) Weighing to determine the v lue of orders 
reoeived is not exaot, but is suffient to indicate sal s trends, 
which, in turn, permits management to: 
a. Adjust open advance purchase order up or down, 
in bulk, 
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ivity 
b. Modify employment levels in advance of changes 
in workload , and, 
c. Modify merchandi sing plans and asso tments as 
items indicate popularity differing from the 
merchandising estimates. 
3. Orders are hatched in groups of sure product-
Batching .is a common control practice~ especia ly where in-
oentive plans operate, and in mass paper handling wher ineffective 
employees must be weeded out . 
6 . The wrapper is a fold-over form t hat sta l es or clips 
over the top of the customer's order. A separate colo is used for 
each day of the week to faci l itate completion of one orders 
before the next one's are started. It provides space for special 
stamped instructions or explanations to customers . 
7. Unlike other companies' systems we cons de~ the bulk 
of customer orders are accompanied by payment, usuall check or 
money order. Even though there is little cash receiv 
any cashable media is highly sensitive and immediate ontrol is 
essential. This is the point at which payment media s first 
directly controlled by an internal check. There is a ways a strong 
but less obvious external control by the customer ' s 
8. Wri t i ng the dollars recei v d on the 
to duplicate the customer's entry and the machine 
But the latter will be removed, and there are 
r face seems 
ing in step 10 . 
s on which 
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the payment and order do not coincide. It is simpler o mark every 
order than set a pattern of exceptions. 
9- The verification of dollar accuracy at t is point is 
a minimal step, since it is more carefully handled at tep 17. One 
of the two might be droppable. · 
10. A cash register imprints the value 
oeived in the lower right corner of each order. 
payment re-
chine aocumu-
lates dollar totals of sales by class of merchandise, stablishes 
the control on the cash receipts for the day, and sets up data for 
statistical analysis of advertising results. 
11. The lower right corner of the blank form was 
pre-printed with a catalog code before mailing out. en the cash 
receipt is imprinted thereon, it can be torn off to ome the medium 
for making statistical analyses of the effectiveness o each catalog, 
and to measure the effectiveness of mailings purchased from other 
firms' mailing lists. It is a general practice to se d catalogs 
to be mailed by other mail-order concerns who ttsell" 
their lists. The addresses are imprinted by those co 
There are two factors at work: 
a. A mailing list of proven value, ke date, 
is a business asset of considerabl value. The 
return on the list can arise eithe from using 
it or selling its use. The owner f the list 
would lose its high resale asset v lue if he sold 
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it in full, for it could then be pirated. There-
fore, he makes mailings from it for others on a 
per-name fee basis. 
b. The concern interested in using the list does not 
want to have to set up 100 per cent of the names 
on its addressing equipment for the ratio of re-
turn it will receive. It is interested only in 
those customers who will answer. So it prefers 
to have its maili ngs done by list owners, and 
those customers who reply then are added to the 
list-buyer 's own active list. 
The Breck listing is wide ly known for its value in returns 
which result from its being kept act ive. Everyone on it has bought 
within a year, and in an amount that justifies a mailing. Conversely, 
Breck buys the use of other large lists, or test portions thereof, 
and must analyze his results before he buys more usage in order to 
use those lists which give tbe greatest return for his investment in 
catalogs and list- purchase money. 
16. Stock control movement is developed from the use of 
mechanical ncounters.n Each counter represents one catalog item 
except for packaged Seeds which, because of their small unit value, 
are bulked. Each counter records its quantities in ordering units, 
such as doz., each, etc., and totals are picked off at predetermined 
times to determine factors similar to those in step 2, to control 
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buying , increase promotional activities to move slow goods in season, 
(since mail-order items can be switched t o retail or wholesale stocks 
at will,) and to skim the cream off "hot't i terns as they appear by 
intensive follow-up in all organizational units. Effectiveness in 
stock control is dynamically sought. The ideal pattern is for sta-
tistical experience to be developed early in a catalog season that 
will allow most items to run out of stock by the end of the season, 
not lose many unshipped dollars of sales, (and customer good-will ,) 
and without much carry-over of "'dead" sea sonal goods. Unlike the 
accuracy required by other systems, we discuss, an error in keying 
one item sale is of no concern, for the unit sales and prices are 
low in relation to the large volume of goods moved. It is more im-
portant to accumulate representative figures rapidly than it is to 
balance physical stock exactly to the stock record controls. Such 
balancing would be virtually impos sible because of the speed of 
action, and the obvious fact that stock- r ecording is a day or so 
ahead of actual shipments. The only reconcilement points are: 
a. When the season is over and the stock is zero 
or inactive. 
b. If and when stock reaches zero during the season. 
This sometimes does happen, is highly undesirable, 
and is the cause of much offsetting activity. 
17. The editor's check of dollar accuracy involves a 
thorough acquaintance with catalog prices, to correct any errors 
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noted. Errors fall into classes, where the catalog unintentionally 
misleads a number of customers. The editor also checks the multipli-
cation and addition, and the computation of postage requirements. 
In various companies' systems, postage paid is checked or is not 
checked against actual postage expended. The problem is one of 
recording final wrapped weight and cost when the media is already 
inside the package. Averages and carefully computed standards re-
duce the discrepancies in this area appreciably, pre-packaging 
appreciably simplifies the problem, and pre-paid drop-shipments 
from the supplier help in other oases. 
18. Label control is an impor+.ant fac tor in the control 
of theft. Carelessness in allowing extra labels to get into a 
system can allow goods to be sent out that are not paid for, to 
confederates or an employee ' s own address. This can be accomplished 
even though the labels have been pre-printed with the true customer's 
name and address, so control of labels limits temptation. Also, 
overe stimating the number of labels needed calls for excess clerical 
production, and underestimating adds warehouse label-writing cost . 
The editor is qualified to make these estimates, the stencil opera-
tor is not in a position to make the necessary computations. 
19. Sorting is a decision step . The editor decides 
whether the order is " olean" for iiP.mediat e processing, or whether 
additi onal special handling will be required. It is not determinable 
at step 1, so the two sortings cannot be combined. 
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20. ~~en a customer omits postage with his order, the 
package is sent marked "collect't for the amount of postage due. 
Orders of a certain value and above are shipped at Breck's own ex-
pense, to encourage larger orders. Customers sometimes misinterpret 
these instructions on smaller orders. 
21 . Occasional errors in computing amounts due are noted• 
If the differential is under 20 per cent of the order, an invoice 
is typed and mailed showing the amount due, and the order is pro-
cessed in normal fashion. 
23. vben the discrepancy i s greater than 20 per cent, a 
letter is written to the customer advising him of the difference 
and advising him that the order is being held pending receipt of 
the amount needed. The breaking point of 20 per cent is an approxi-
mation of experience where it becomes more profitable to face the 
customer with delay in order to expedite payment. 
26. Certain items are shipped directly from the producer. 
Root plants are a good example. The supplier receives his order, 
ships using the pre-printed labels, and returns a proof-of-shipment 
copy to receive payment for his services and goods. The original 
order still is processed through the stencil department to record 
the sale on the customer-history record portion of the stencil. 
29. When a customer requests that a purchase be shipped 
to other than his basic address, as with gifts, it is necessary to 
type a label for the addressee. There is no value to setting up a 
22 
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stencil for the addressee until his buying interest is proven. The 
order is still processed through the stencil department to provide 
the customer history . In some cases, when the addressee is locally 
situated and meets certain other conditions, the label is typed in 
duplicate and the extra copy is used to send out an extra catalog. 
If the addressee responds with an order, his name t~n automatically 
goes into the stencil list. 
31. ~""'"' The stencils are arranged in state and~ sequence. 
This is governed by postal regulations coverin~ catalog mailing. 
Ten or more catalogs sent to the same town must be tied in bundles, 
and geographic arrangement is the natural sequence as the result. 
Incoming orders must be sorted into ge ographic sequence in order to 
match them to the stencils. The possibility of combining this sort 
with the first step was not discussed with the company. It might 
involve reading cancellation stampings which are not always legible. 
The possibility of addressing the reply envelope with the customer's 
address is not practic 1 because catalog s are printed in another 
city , and the addresses are sent to the printe r on continuous gummed 
perforated ttdick" strips which he affixes t o the catalog envelopes 
vtherein the reply envelopes have previotls ly been placed mechanically .. 
A certain amount of geographic pre-sorting might be accomplished 
insofar as custome rs wrote their return addresses plainly. The 
relative effectiveness of such handling could be determined by time 
and job studies. 
32. In making thes~ charts~ we avoid showing all the de-
tails of nin't and nout" baskets and transportations because they 
have little bearing from the control viewpoint. They are valuable 
in other types of analyses, for which these charts would need to 
be redr~wn. This example is shown principally because it was spe-
cifically mentioned in the original narrative material from which 
the charts were developed. That material was organized for the use 
of the stencil manufacturer, and the next step, 33, was of interest 
to him in outlining stencil procedures for the use of his sales 
foroe. 
35. The stencil clerk pulls the stencil and checks the 
address against that on the order. If there is no stencil, as 
would be the case of an order from a new customer, perhaps developed 
from an outside mailing list, or a s would be the case if a customer 
had moved or was mailing his order from a summer address, a new 
stencil will be needed. Changes from former address are handled in 
several ways: 
a. The post office, as instructed on the catalog 
cover, mails an advisory post card as it forwards 
the material. 
b. The customer sometimes fills in that part of the 
order form that indicates his former address when 
he has made a change. 
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c When a stencil is inactive a certain length of 
time, the mechanical controls on the addressing 
machines~ automatically remove it from the files. 
If it has been supplanted by another stencil 
without the cross-reference having been made, 
this is the final control. It is the least sat-
i~factory since it may cost an extra catalog 
I 
or two before the removal results, and a good 
catalog is relatively expensive. This poses the 
problem of balancing mailings against lack of 
response. If a customer is going to buy with a 
certain frequency, even though he may not buy 
from every mailing, then he should be continued 
on the lists over a certain period of non- response. 
It is a management decision, based on experience, 
as to what that breaking point may be. As a re-
sult, customers may be classified to receive 
smaller catalogs rather than being dropped until 
the last hope dies. There is a human nature fac-
tor involved. The average customer realizes he 
will be dropped from the listing if he remains 
inactive, and there is a certain incentive to 
continue on a mailing list, especially of the 
better class of catalog. 
25 
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39- The dollar amount of the order is posted on the cus -
tomer history portion of the stencil to permit account evaluation. 
Some addressing machine controls are designed to operate against 
dollar values shown by holes punched in the stencils so the. t the 
machine will mail e. small cate.log to a. customer who buys under a. 
certain sales amount. In a Sears-Roebuck operation~ the cost of 
the large catalog almost demands such segregation. In this case, 
a purchase r will receive the standard catalog or none at all . 
40. The stencil is designed so that holes are punched in 
it by the clerk for the first sale in the current year to identify 
the class of goods and amount of sale . Current buying is the key 
\ ~ 
to continued mailing. There~ a larg~ number of customers who 
buy gifts who are not good customers for the seed catalogs. The 
latter are produced in smaller volume, and it is the selectivity 
of the holes punched in the stencil that governs which customers 
will receive the seed catalogs . Some mail-order firms carry this 
type of analysis much farther as they add lines of varied interest 
to their stocks .. 
41. Stencil data is imprinted on the wrapper, (see step 7,) 
so the c·ustomer will see the address as it is on the company's records 
and so that the warehouse, in a last veri.fication, can check the 
order name and address against that on 'the stencil before the pack-
age is mailed-
43 . ~ben an item is out of stock, especia lly late in the 
season or when re-stocking is improbable, the company may ship an 
acceptable alternate. Lacking that, it is the general practi ce to 
give credit slips or checks exchangeable for merchandise , in the 
natural desire to keep the customer coming back to use the credit. 
It is interesting to note that Sears' credits down to 1¢ do not 
bear the customer ' s name, and are cashable at any bank. 
44. Warehouse handlings and controls are generally out-
side the scope of this study. No papers return from the warehouse, 
(except on a back-order .) They go back t o the customer in the 
package as the packing slip. This saves further handling and filing 
cost , At the same time it gives the customer all the data he needs 
to satisfy himself or make an i ntelligent inquiry. Other systems 
we study do have documents return from t he shipping room that 
affect customer, credit , and other records , so those analyses 
carry the information beyond the shipping point in order to make 
the systems comparable. 
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III. Dennison Manufacturing Company 
A. Analysis 
The Dennison system, like the Breck system, is quite 
simple for the complex organization that it controls¥ It takes its 
steps in one-two- three sequence. The order arrives, goes through a 
series of steps, returns to the starting control point, and goes to 
be billed and filed. 
If the Dennison system were to be changed to a majoT 
degree, it might be modified to have several copies of one document 
' perform their functions simultaneously, rather than one form doing 
several jobs in sequence. See step 50 for this possibility. 
However, Dennison's handling of paperwork is rapid and 
accurate without the additional writings that a multiform system 
would require. The essential factor that makes the existing system 
basically so satisfactory is that it is based on a stable list of 
products that oan be pre-printed on its order forms, thereby eliminat-
ing the need for writing item descriptions, a costly portion of many 
systems. 
The system is portrayed as it was studied. Now, a few 
months later, a major change indicates the dynrumios of business 
operation. Pre-printed order forms eliminate the descriptive writ-
ing shown in step 1, voiding a number of additional checks and 
operations later in the system. The changed system now approaches 
that of grocery and drugstore chains whose systems are so effective. 
The steps in the Dennison system chart are expanded by 
the following notes: 
le The basic or der was written in three or four copies , 
depending on whether or not the customer r equired one. The lack of 
a customer's copy is revealing of the variation in degree of con-
trol that exists in different firms. Some stores insist on using 
their own purchase order f orms to provide internal controls, as . 
to budget merchandise funds, to prove receipt of items ordered, and 
to angwer customer inquiries when stocks are in short supply. There 
I 
is also a degree of distrust of suppliers that is sometimes deserved, 
for overshipment has been noted in more than one other case. There 
are other control aspects the customer applies to his order form, 
but they are properly a part of another study. 
2. As a general thing , the salesman's copy, from a 
company's view, lets him answer customer inquiries directly, and 
check his commission statements for accuracy, thus giving him a 
vague sense of control and presumably reducing inquiries to the 
home office. From observation, it would seem that notations on a 
call report would summarize data of as much sales value, reduce the 
load of paper carried by the salesman, and that accuracy should be 
I 
assured by the company in its commission reporting. He rarely can 
answer an inquiry without checking back anyhow. As a broad question, 
not limited to Dennison's systems, the cost of even one extra copy 
of an order form should be examined and balanced agai nst the potential 
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advantages. There was mention made of desiring a reserve copy in 
the event of lost orders. It might be more desirable to have tight 
integrated systems and send a salesman back for a re -order in the 
rare event of a los s, in order to free th~ system of as many copies 
of extra for.ms as possible. The disciplinary effect of having to 
go back would also be positively benefici~l. There is a.lso a better 
control use from the company's view by ustng the extra copy at the 
home office . 
4 . The salesman's estimate of the value of an order is a 
I 
memo figure that has been found to be fairly reliable. An occa-
I 
sional check points up the opt imists and pessimists to bring them 
into line. Daily figures are used for sales management to determine 
progress . Estimated values are also used in the customer record at 
the Framingham plant, of which there will be more discussion later. 
5. Without detailed examinati on of the degree of ••censor-
ingn at the District Sales Office , its value has yet to be determined• 
This is an area of dispute in many f'irms. If the salesmen are quali-
fied and mature, they should be required to submit accurately edited 
and written orders. The District Sales Office, in receiving and 
consolidating orders for mailing to the home factory, adds to trans -
mission delay, yet as long as that office is held responsible for 
results, it can make a good case for remaining in the chain. But 
there are other devices to accomplish the same end. Daily Call 
Reports made by the salesmen can be designed to summarize the full 
sales story. Monthly accounting swruuaries both provide a check on 
the accuracy of sales reports and inform the sales office and sales-
men of results to date. In some companies, and on specie.l orders 
in this firm, where delivery time is relatively long, customer ref-
i 
erence at the District level may be useful, but for orders that are 
filled rapidly from stock, there would se~m to be a greater gain by 
! 
I 
sending the orders directly to the factory, where the same censoring 
I 
actions still must be carried through. 
6. Following the above thinking to its logical extension, 
it would seem preferable to eliminate the District Sales Office copy 
of stock orders, and with it, the editing, sorting, filing, and 
other handling. ·This is a radical departure from normal company 
practice, and is based on observing the care, speed, s .. nd thoroughness 
I 
I 
of handling that governs this particular company's home office han-
dling of orders. In other firms, where s'ystems and controls are 
less effective, it may well be that such back-up copies have to be 
held at the District Sales Office. As an alternate practice, the 
basic editing and customer records are delegated to the branch of-
fice, and the home office drops its direct responsibility for such 
activities , maintaining its own control on an overall basis by re-
ceiving summary reports, and by auditing .the branches intermittently 
on application of all policies and accuracy of reports. But t o have 
both the District and the Factory perf'orra the same ftmc tions indi ca.~e a 
possible room f or chan0 e . 
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7. One of the simplest defensive controls in business is 
the time stamp. It is universally used because of a human tendency 
! 
to point the finger and attempt to pass blame for delay. It is a 
protective device established by recipient offices to prove that it 
was not here that the delay occurred. It is a particularly violent 
practice in some offices, (notably in government,) where the document 
is not only stamped, but is also recorded in and out of registers as 
it travels between departments. The time ' stamp is a fast and rea-
sonable control. Its expansion into interdepartmental registers is 
questionable unless there are other information or control factors 
at vrork. They should be carefully reviewed whenever found. 
8. This is the first valid editing step in the system. 
It is a review for the completeness of data, rather than for ac-
curacy which is checked in ensuing steps. 
9. The factory serial number has two control features, 
it is a discreet internal identification of one order, and it per-
mits a rapid check at the end of a system on the completion of 
orders. The latter step is done without pressure, usually, at a 
later date, more or less as an assurance. Note that in some organi-
zations, this is a very important control, as in the department 
~res~ Every sales check is pre-numbered and tissue copies are 
held independently to be billed in the event the original is lost. 
It is a necessary step because of the number of relatively unskilled 
hands each transaction goes through. There are several other 
I 
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numbering systems that can be used ~qually well for order control 
and identification: 
a. Pre-printed order numbers on sales order blanks 
provide comparable controls and identification, 
pin order forms to salesmen, andj most important, 
give the customer a specific reference number. 
b. A factory serial number ·can also incorporate the 
date on which an order !arrives to indicate which 
should be processed first. This is not pertinent 
at Dennison because of scheduling and bulk han-
dling that cleans out one batch of documents 
before the next is processed. 
c. Order numbers can identify the District, Salesman 
and Customer by codes applied at the sales level. 
They have the advantage of providing rapid nu-
meric (as against alphabetic) sorting at later 
steps and as discreet identification if the 
order date is included. It does not help check 
the completion of orders against a block of 
serial numbers, but there are still other external 
controls such as the customer's and the salesman's 
follow-up on undeHver~d orders, and the checking 
in and out of orders at steps 10 and 46 to accom-
plish the same end. 
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In the Dennison case, there is more than one set of serial 
numbers used . The different series are used to identify classes of 
orders, such as for stock or special printing. 
10. Posting to the Kardex customer history-card has 
several features that show in this and the two following steps: 
a. It is the one record to which customer inquiries 
i 
I 
are directed. Experie,nce has indicated the need 
I 
for such a record, especially during wartime 
shortages. From a cost viewpoint, this is a 
relatively expensive type of operation. If it 
were practical to make available two copies of 
the order by eliminating other copies, (as dis-
cussed at steps 2 and 5,) posting would be 
avoided by filing one copy of the order in cus-
tomer sequence. It would be useful to provide 
one guide per custome r to fulfill other functions 
of the record. 
b. Customers frequentl y establish requirements to 
fit into their own policies and systems, such as 
calling for extra copies of the invoice, requiring 
the invoice in the package, shipping by a specified 
route, etc. As a customer service, these require -
ments are usually acceded to, especially in a 
buyer's market, and must be recorded to enter on 
orders. 
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o. To provide a single custome r reference file, 
I 
credit codes are generally incorporated in the 
history record and are amended by the Credit 
Office as circumstances change. The clerks are 
not informed as to the mea.ning of the codes, but 
they do know that certain codes require the order 
to be processed through the Credit Office, and 
the balance of the orders go through without that 
extra handling. A number of firms still require 
that every order be processed through the Credit 
Office, without exception. Such handling may be 
noted in Eastern Company's procedure. Where 
credit values change from day to day, and the 
customer's credit level is marginal or low in 
relation to the high unit value of the products 
he buys, credit ratings change too frequently to 
use a code on a history record . In many firms, 
to avoid credit delay i n processing the majority 
of orders, multiple-copy orders are prepared and 
processed with one copy going through credit au-
thorization apart from the main flow of copies. 
I 
Typical of this handling is the department store 
ndrawback" procedure wherein the package goes 
through a normal shipping process while the original 
37 
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charge sales slip goes to the accounts receivable 
I 
file. As it is filed, the clerk checks the cus-
tomer's credit limit and refers questionable items 
to the credit manager. He has time to call the 
shipping office and have the shipment stopped. 
This is an outstanding application of the excep-
tion principle. 
11. Special i nstructions, as indicated above for step 10 
(b,) fall into well-defined categories. The clerk has a series of 
rubber stamps to imprint special information on the order. Note 
that another reference must be made by customer at step 27, when 
labels are addressographed. The possibility of combining this and 
that step by incorporating special . instructions and the credit code 
on the addressing plate might well be considered. It can eliminate 
manual copying or stamping of special instructions and a second 
reference. The machine can also be adjusted to generate and imprint 
at the same time a serial order number on all copies of forms used, 
such as job slips and bills of lading, cutting down on those handlings 
in later steps ~ 
13. Checking priorities was a war-time addition that be-
comes less important at the time of this .writing . Other systems are 
I 
more affected, payroll for instance, by governmental requirements, 
and goods that are affected by excise taxes have to be handled by 
systems that fill added requirements set by governmental agencies. 
To incorporate new steps into existing systems and not add to the 
cost of operation may be difficult , but s~udying charts of this type 
can sometimes show where such incl~sions can be most economically 
handled. We have worked with firms that set up additional departments 
to handle such ~Atters as special taxes, greatly adding to cost 
burdens, sometimes unnecessarily. 
14. Inventory control depends on the type of goods and 
its availability. In the Breck system, low unit prices and large 
volume permit no relationship between individual orders and in-
ventory. It's a first-come, first-served proposition. With the 
Eastern Company's high unit value goods, controls are kept on both 
uncommitted and actual balances to be able to answer customer in-
quiries prior to their placement of orders as well as control actu~l 
balanaes to be able to answer customer i nqui r ies prior to their 
I 
placement of orders as we~l as oontrol astual stock values. At 
Dennison, the decision has been to balance each order against stock 
on hand, rather than keep a lean but adequate stock and let the 
orders flow into the warehouse on a first-come basis. Part of the 
decision arises from the company's policy to pay transportation on 
orders over a certain value, and to charge transportation costs to 
the customer for shipments under that value. If the customer ' s order 
is large enough, and the lack of items will bring its value below 
the prepaid shipping level, the problem is the company's and not the 
customer ' s. 
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15. Stock control is on Kardex and posti~ production is 
quite good. The company applies standards and bonuses to most of 
its clerical operations so that productivity is at a high l evel . By 
providing visible index records, posting potential speed is high, and 
the bonus system takes advantage of proper equipment to obtain a 
satisfying volume of paper handling. A regular report is made of 
stock levels requiri ng att ention to permit production planning in 
time to maintain balanced s t ocks and avoid, as much as possible, 
the occurence of "out of stock" conditions . This control was of 
considerable importance during war-time emergencies, when supply 
and raw material problems faced the company, but it is always an im-
portant consideration in peace or war b~cause of the cost of inven-
tory~ Stock requires space, handling, investment , is subject to 
deterioration and obsolescence. Lack of stock loses orders and 
increases costs when back-ordering is the practice . A back-order 
requires doubled handling of an order that would otherwise have 
be en processed completely the first time through . 
16. A "censor,'' rather than the stock records clerk , 
makes the determination as to whether a 'tshort" item should be can-
celed or back ordered. Items that are out of stock but will be 
available shortly are known . Orde rs including those items are held 
pending the completion of the production order, and then processed 
as complete orders. 
22. The large number (about 2,200) of standard items are 
pre - printed compactly on seven pages of "section sheets .tt Each 
40 
page represents stock in one warehouse area. The clerk copies the 
order number and quantities onto these forms. The company, since 
these facts were gathered, has consolidated the same · data on its 
order forms. This establishes uniform descriptions, simplifies 
order writing, assures uniform package units, and can reduce or 
eliminate workload on steps 5, 8, 14, 15, 16, 18, 22, and 50. 
23. Transportation routing varies with order size and 
destination, current contracts for transportation, and customer re-
quirements. How much of this can be pre-de termined for each cus-
tomer to further justify moving the addressograph step to coincide 
with step 11 would need to be studied. Even if it were possible to 
reduce the number of handlings on only ·a portion of the order, and 
if conditions are moderately stable the change should be worth while. 
The stability of transportation arrangements seems to vary from firm 
to firm. Transportation Agent~ like Credit 1anagers, sometimes in-
sist that each transaction is different and maximum economy is avail -
able only by detailed review. On the other hand, experience shows 
the management analyst that common immutable factors in transporta-
tion, as in other services, permit coding: that appreciably reduces 
the special handling required at any such step¥ T~e coding can 
include a code that indicates special handling is needed, just as 
one can require Credit Office handling of special credit problems . 
24. Determination of time standards for warehouse pay 
and bonus systems is a necessary step that can be inserted at various 
41 
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positions in the flow ?f papers, and can be picked off the completed 
order in later accounting, or be pre-determinable in the order 
office. Other companies' policies vary thi s handling. Two impor-
tant reasons f or such systems are the obtaining of maximum productiv-
ity by the application of incentives and t he tying of cost to a per 
unit basis . A fixed age is costly when workload is low and lacks 
incentive to increase productivity when workload is high. There is 
often a differential in productivity due to standards or lack of 
t hem of as much as 40 per cent. Against this gain must be placed 
the relative higher cost of accounting for the detail that an in-
centive system can demand. As a side point, one of the lowest-cost 
I . . 
incentive systems is found in the ready-to-wear industry. As an 
employee finishes a batch of work, he tears a stub from the batch 
production control card and has it initialed by the inspector. 
He figures what he has coming and turns the stubs in for payment. 
This saves the finn the time and original cost of sorting by em-
ployee and one computation, gives the need to verify only the 
employee's computation. 
26. As was indicated in the Breck discussion, shipping 
labels need control~ Large thefts have been effected by employees 
using labels and shipping unordered, (and thus unbilled,) packages 
to cohorts or fake destinations where they can be diverted or 
picked up. As with other control devices, it is possible to put 
an extra man on the dock to verify shipments against orders, but at 
double cost .. Experience shows, according to fidelity insurance 
a ..... J 
companies, that a high number of theftsAdefalcations come from 
long-trusted employees to whom temptation finally becomes greater 
than the fear of detection when lack of control makes theft simple. 
It is a. corollary of control sys tems that ,it is unfair for ma.nage-
1 
ment to place an excessive burden of high trust on an individual 
when it is as easy to establish good control that will not constantly 
tempt. By showing the number of shipping labels required on the 
order, usage can be checked independently later by another office. 
I 
27. The addressing machine imprints labels in continuous 
form at a high rate of speed. It has an automatic stop that per-
mits the operator to set the number of labels needed on a. dial and 
have the machine stop at that point. 
28. Esti~~ted completion time depends on the backlog 
ahead of incoming orders, the size and volume of orders, normal 
processing time, and known breakdowns in the line. This office 
holds orders for release in batches to the warehouse and is in-
formed of the orders coming through the dispatcher to determine 
whether handling is going according to schedule .. Packages are 
released by time numbers. Thus, 113:20n orders might be called out 
at 3:30 ti>f the line is ten minutes slow. ~ Scheduling is planned on 
twenty minute headings, and each twenty minute segment workload is 
calculated to make full use of the capacity of all parts of the line. 
Small backlogs are expected at certain points to permit continuous 
43 
flow handling beyond those points, a.nd to take up slack when orders 
are handled in batches at other points. Time control numbering is 
not an uncommon practice. It brings all parts of an order to an 
assembly point simultaneously to reduce the storage space needed in 
packing areas. It controls the flow of material to make the best 
use of available personnel and equipment. 
33. Order originals are routed to the dispatcher who is 
the key to successful assembly. Conveyored boxes of go.ods with 
their section sheets showing order numbers come to him at a central 
point. The original shows the number of section sheets and con-
tainers he can expect. He checks them, assembles and dispatches 
the complete order to packing and shipping stations. 
35. A primary control is the check of the original order 
against the goods, rather than re-checking them against the section 
sheets. It verifies no+. only that correct items and quantities were 
pulled, but also that they were correctly copied from the original 
order to the section sheets in step 22. In regard to our comments 
on the pre- printed order form at that step, the check at the packing 
point would not be eliminated, but it might be reduced to a statisti -
cal quality control sampling i n view of the check at step 30. Two 
full checks on the accura.cy of the same action can lead to several 
less than sati sfactory possible situations. If each checker knows 
of the other and reduces his attention to accuracy, errors oan creep 
through. The possibility of finding errors at the second check, if 
44 
the first is properly handled, should be a small portion of 1 per 
cent~ and is in addition to the checking the customer will do on 
undershipment. Thi s is a matter that might be analyzed as to the 
relative costs and benefits gained. As an alternative, the check 
at step 30, being spread throughout the warehouse , might be the one 
most profitably dropped, by placing responsibility for accuracy 
directly on the pickers and giving it potency by deducting errors 
from their bonus paymentse It is true that it is better to determine 
an error when the merchandise for correction is right at hand, but 
I 
proper determination of responsibility, tied into the system of 
awards, can eliminate one inspection and its cost. If experience 
\ 
indicates that elimina.tion of step 30 inspection is undesirable, 
and that complete delegation of accuracy to the picker does not 
succeed, then double inspection may be necessary, but experience 
elsewhere indicates that it is not essential. 
37. Case labels are serially pre-numbered labels available 
in the packing room. They help determine the number of pe.okages 
shipped, and act as identification of packages in a shipment. 
Applice.ble numbers e.re shown on the bi 11 of, lading for the shipping 
firm's reference, and the customer's receiving check before here -
cei-pta for a shipment. Serially sta.rnped numbers might suffice, but 
labe ls may be more legible» and the firm is in the label business . 
41. Entering weight on the original order permits later 
checking the Bill of Lading and the trucker's invoicev In a multiple-
45 
form order system, as will be indicated in the Eastern Company analy-
sis, it is practical to imprint basic data on bills of lading when 
the order is first prepared, avoiding delay for typing at the ship-
ping dock. Inasmuch as the company has a~dressograph plates avail-
able with the customer's name and address ,already available, it 
I 
I 
would be possible to do this part of the briginal writing with the 
plate earlier in the system, and either have the bills of lading ac-
company the order throue;h the system, or be routed directly to the 
shippin~ department to hold for arrival of the packages for shipment. 
The shipper would then need to enter only two or three sets of fig-
ures manually on the five-part form. This might reduce one typing 
station and reflect in more rapid shipment. There still might have 
to be provision for typing an exception, but such exceptions can 
be minimized. 
45. The return of the completed original order to the 
Order Register completes the basic control circle on each order. If 
it were practical to obtain the origina.l pre -printed order in dupli-
cate, as suggested in discussion on step 10 a, the duplicate would 
have traveled through the warehouse and would return after the ship-
ment was made. At the office, on return of the duplicate, the 
pristine original would be marked with net results, if they differed 
from the . order, and used as indicated in the follov.ring notes for 
billing and filing. Again, a time-stamp as a control device is 
noted. There was none noted in the warehouse. It is a small 
46 
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I 
additional point to query, and eliminating it would not result in 
any great saving, but the reasons "why" in back of it rouse interest 
in it as a symbol of age-old responsibility placement problems that 
may not have been solved by modern systems changes. 
48. Pricing has not been checked before this point. Or-
ders for standard items do not show prices. The type of merchandise 
is such that customers buy and sell at the current market price 
rather than insisting on the price quoted at a particular time, 
unless large advance orders or special pr~duction items are concerned. 
The hardware trade practice of pre-printing prices on the printed order 
forms, and adjusting prices by amending discount schedules, might 
well be considered. Prices act as additional item identification, 
help the salesman evalue.te his orders, and would cut out one cleri-
cal step in the flow of documents. Perhaps a major deterent in 
addition to changes in price structure. (which can be adjusted by 
chaning discount schedules,) rises from the limited space available 
on the e.lready jammed pre-printed order forms. Larger order forms 
would be needed. Pre-pricing is corrmon on grocery and drug chain 
order blanks, but those are brought up to date more frequently than 
a national sales organize.tion would be able to do without increasing 
the cost or printing appreciably. 
50. Our attention toward an order in duplicate was based 
on modern '•ledgerless" accounting, which uses an invoice copy in 
lieu of posting to an Accounts Receivable ledger. 
a. The system at Dennison 's finally rewrites the en-
tire order to prepare an invoi ce for the customer. 
This is a relatively costly operation. If an 
entire rewrite is going to be performed anyhow, 
it mi ght as well be done early in the process 
and the additional copies made available for 
simultaneous recording in s t ock control, customer 
history, etc. Companies using the multi-copy 
system do not extend invoices until shipment is 
complete. They exte nd onl y those items that were 
shipped, and code t he back ordered and cance led 
items accordingl y . 
b. Rather than recomme nd a rewrite of the order 
early in the sequence of events, our passion for 
simplification tende to r ec ommend the ori ginal 
of the duplicate order be priced and returned to 
the customer as an i nvoice. 
c. Such a recommendation meets with resistance that 
objects t o written invoices on the bais of 
nappearance. 11 It i mplies that the company's pres-
ti ge is tied down t o the type of invoice that is 
mailed . It is only in recent years that the cost 
of clerical operations and a louder voice of 
clerica l management has been able to somewhat 
48 
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offset such nsa.les" views that prevailed in past 
:y-ears. Comparable ''prestigett arguments came to 
their ultimate peak in department ~es when 
cycle billing was first discussed. Mos t stores 
finally used the excuse of the war to make major 
changes in billing methods and obtain obvious 
economies. Much to t heir astonishment, they found 
I 
the great majority of customers muoh preferred 
the new system to the old. Such preference might 
not apply in the alternate system we suggest, 
but a logica.l presentation made to the customers , 
indicating the reason for the change based on a 
desire to provide adequate infor.mation a.t minimum 
cost) should both be highly acceptable to the 
average business customer, and develop a. consider-
able amount of favorable publicity. The principa~ 
answers to the propo~ents of completely typed 
invoices are these: 
(1) Costs are out of range with the results 
provided. 
(2) The appearance of e.n invoice, l i ke a col lee-
tion letter, is hardly a benefit to sales for 
the same reasons. It rarely reaches the buyer 
and if it does, it is one of a myriad that have 
to be gotten rid of as quickly as possible . 
d. Invoices are typed on a "b\oon-Hopkinsn Burroughs 
e. 
bookkeeping machine~ which extends quantity times 
unit price and totals the eJ!;tensions by invoice 
and by batch, to balance to the control totals 
established in the ste
1
p 49. Following through 
on our alternate suggestion, each of the two 
copies of the original order, once the quantities 
shipped and back-ordered were balanced between 
them, could be separately extended, totaled by 
batch, and the same balancing prove the accuracy 
of extension without having had to recopy the 
description of the items or the customer identi-
fication. 
There has been discussion of using tabulating ma-
chines to replace thi d system. It waul d appear 
that until the billing point, the economies of 
the manual system far outweigh those of a tab 
installation. Before the additional complexity 
at this point is permitted to force such an im-
portant move, the possibilities of providing the 
salesmen with paper litho masters should be ex-
plored. From these handwritten originals» numer-
ous working copies can thereafter be obtained 
that are identical with original, and at a cost 
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that is appreciably less than retyping on book-
keeping machines. It is interesting to note that 
Breck uses this device in his wholesale organiza-
tion with considerable economy. He contends as 
we do that the customer merely receives another 
copy of the order originally received as written 
for him by the salesman. 
51. There might be no District Sales Office invoice copy 
available under the duplicate systeme 
52. In connection with the Accpunting Office's activities, 
a rarely used recording device might be investigated. Microfilm 
is a very rapid, (lists 1,000 items an hour on the simplest units,) 
economical, (1/lOth to l/5th cent per frame, including labor, mate-
rials, and depreciation of equipment,) and accura~te, (photographic,) 
copying device. As the accounting staff sorted the duplicate of 
the invoices to total in salesman and area sequence, a film of the 
media in the same sequence sent to the pistriot Sales Office would 
supply all the needed data without listing order numbers, amounts, 
or other detail, and without providing extra invoice copies. 
53. Once the Accounting Office had tabulated the day's 
totals, whether filmed or not, the duplicate invoice copies, under 
a ttledgerless" plan ,would go into Accounts Receivable file in cus-
tomer sequence. A control adding machine tape is taken of the 
amounts charged into the file which then becomes the receivables 
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ledger. As payments are received, 'tpaid'' invoice copies are removed 
and control totals reduced accordingly. The company's actual prac-
1 
tice is more orthodox, involving the pos~ing of invoices to accounts 
r eceivable ledgers. 
55. The customer file has in it every document copy that 
I 
remains in the company after the order is completed, the original 
order, invoice copies letters and other mi scellany that develop, 
I n the ttledgerless' system, these copies would not appear until the 
account had been paid. 
Despite the alternate suggestions made on this system, the 
original is one of the better ones operating in the Massachusetts 
area. It is extremely simple, understandable, comprehensive, accu-
1 
rate, fast and economical. It is always ;true that regardless of 
the system someone can always make suggestions. Dennison has a 
top-notch systems crew working steadily on refinements. The sugges-
tions tha t have been mede are directed more toward the person who 
may study this material with a view to answering problems in his own 
organization, as we indicated in the introduction . The number of 
alternates that are available have been indicated to encourage the 
student's going on into other possible methods to help determine the 
one best suited to his own company's operations. A straight discus-
sion of the system as it is would not pr9vide such leads, and the 
analyses provided in the main body of the thesis do not go into the 
mechanical aspects that are the basis of some controls discussed . 
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MULTI-COLUMN PROCESS CHART 
:· ot 
Eastern Co. 
Order Filling and Shipping Procedure 
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IV¥ Eastern Company 
I 
Charts and Analyses 
The Eastern Company is a major distributor of appliances 
in the New England area, handling RCA and other leading brands in 
large volume. 
The chart and following discussions are based on detailed 
instructional material developed by the company for its own purposes. 
As in all these discussions, the writer's hypothecations 
as to why a certain step or control is established are based on ex-
tended experience with similar problems in a number of corporations. 
and involve a certain amount of interpolation and extrapolation. 
It is probable that some controls attributed to the system vary 
from those that the company might feel occasioned the procedure. 
Some factors may exist because they were in a prior procedure. 
Rationalizations develop to justify activities over the years. 
Salesmen installing new equipment are a good source of rationaliza-
tion, especially where equipment is complex or makes new mechanical 
demands. Practices grow that may not stand up under intensive analy-
sis. such as the interdepartmental registers discussed in step 7 of 
the Dennison system. Discovery or development of these and other 
new factors are part of the reason for continued change over the 
years in systems and procedures of almost any firm. 
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Eastern's controls are not defined from knowledge of their 
administrative reasons for adopting a pa1ticular system as much as 
I 
from experience in many firms with comparable situations. As is 
generally true, the instructione.l and procedural material from which 
the analysis was made had no indication of the "why." It was con-
cerned with "what," and we have carried it on from there. 
Eastern's order system is more typical than the other two 
of the large modern multi-copy system. It has a good many more 
mechanical control points, of document copies being matched and 
released, than do the other procedures analyzed. But note that the 
use of multi-copies requires fewer net steps (and time) to make de-
liveries in a competitive market than one which requi res every con-
trol step to be taken in sequence by one original document. 
Note in the three charts that when there are two travel 
paths indicated between control points, there is indicated one of 
two things: 
a. They are alternate paths for a document to 
travel, as between steps 19 and 31 in the Breck 
system, and 16 to 22 in the Dennison system. 
b. Or copies of documents separate and return together 
later. One acts as the control on actions performed 
on the other or two or more actions are performed 
simultaneously to reduce the overall travel time from 
the start to the end of the system. Dennison, 28 to 
34, is a case in point. 
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The reasons for the second method are apparent. The less 
time it takes to ship, the greater is the company's turnover of goods 
and its investment . This one procedure, 'because of its relative 
complexity of charting, shows no alternate paths. Only the sepa.ra-
tion and return of document copies have been indicated, in order to 
show the control aspects of the pri mary system. Other charts would 
be required for other forms of analysis, such as for back orders. 
I 
A considerably more costly system can be justified in an 
organization where the unit prices are high in relation to unit 
volume. The system may not be relatively as costly as the tabulating 
machines might indicate because mechanizat ion reduces clerical cost 
as machine rentals rise. Part of Eastern's requirement for complex 
analyses in a highly competitive sales operation is answered by the 
availability of tab equipment . 
1. Incoming orders may be from salesmen, on the customer's 
order form, or arrive by telephone. The average dealer cannot carry 
a wide range of stock, and so many of his purchases are on a to-order 
basis to fill a specific customer's desire. When business is tight, 
there is additional hand-to-mouth buying by dealers that systems 
have to adjust themselves to. To answer dealer inquiries, there is 
a daily listing of available items given . to interested persons each 
morning. Even then, availability is not :oertain when stock is low, 
and the "available" stock control 11 discussed in step 8, must be 
checked. 
2. Uniformity is impressed on, the order system by the 
I 
I 
process of audit. Clerks of the Order Dppartment examine every 
factor on an order to insure completeness of information before 
processing. 
3$ The final responsibility for completeness is placed 
on the supervisor of the department. 
4. Variable data is punched into detailed tabulating 
cards to cover facts that change from or~er to order. This is not 
only a matter of special instructions. Hand-to-mouth business 
. . 
causes many shipments to be made directly to the dealer's customer, 
which is punched into a 'tship to'' card. 
5 . Cardatype is an IBM machine that types orders from 
pre-punched cards. Cards that identify dealers and stock items 
are held in the operator's card bin, are pulled and replaced as 
used. A punched tape by-product of the machine incorporates the 
.fixed and variable information typed onto the shipping order form. 
It is like a teletype tape in appearance, and vnll be converted at 
step 19 back into tab cards. This is a completely mechanical pro-
cess which permits using one master item card at the Cardatype to 
create as many additional unit cards as are needed for invoicing 
and other purposes later in the process. An alternate system is 
widely used that provides one card for each item in stock, so that 
the cards that remain in the card tub at any one time represent the 
inventory on hand. Eastern does not use its cards for inventory 
control purposes, so that the faster Cardatype machine is applied. 
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6. An alphabetic file of typed order copies is held to 
answer customer questions. It vras state,d that this file is used 
I 
to advise the customer of the status of pis order. In such a case, 
it appears that there may be copie s that return to this file to 
Mt 
indicate progress that were Aindicated in the systems description 
from which this chart was prepared. This may not be the case if 
the order-filling process is rapid enough beyond this point to per-
mi t a fairly accurate estimate to be made of the shipping date once 
the order has been started. Such an estimate is often establi shed 
on the basis of sound pr cess sched ling and is highly reliable. 
7 The company states the.t i t processes its order s on 
the ass umption that they will be approve d f or credit. Thi s observa-
tion was made in connection with typing the shipping document before 
the order was approved by the Credit Office. The same logic, 
carried a step or two farther, might induoe the company to process 
one of the extra copies through the Credit Office and on to another 
step, such as step 14 or 30, and rely on e. »drawbe.okn system such 
as was referred to under step lOc of the Dennison system. Such 
handling would allow shipment to be made even earlier. Also, e.s 
was discussed in Dennison's step 11, coding customer punched cards 
so that only the exceptions would be routed through the Credit 
Office might be considered. Frequent change of credit status would 
reduce the effectiveness of such an arrangement, but it is not 
wholly va l ueless , since some of the larger stores have credit ratings 
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that do not need order-by-order checking, and the number of orders 
from such stores are relat ively frequent. 
8. The company stocks a large ntunber of line items with 
relatively small quantities of each. This is caused by large unit 
value, wide style activity resulting from competition, and frequent 
changes of models from technical improvements. The short time be-
tween the time an order is accepted and shipped thus has its effect 
on availability for other customers' orders . It is, therefore, nec -
essary to reduce stock balances by the sales as they are committed, 
rather than after shipment . Some firms in this position, (Dennison, 
as s.n instance,) deduct sales only once, befor e the order is processed. 
In this case, the company has seen fit also to maintain an '•actualtt 
stock record after shipment, possibly for dollar inventory valuation. 
9 . If a shipment is to be made COD, or the customer re -
quires an invoice with the shipment, or if payment is required be-
fore shipping, an invoice must be typed to go with the shipping 
papers . Limitations are indicated by the Credit Office on its cop-
ies of the orders, and this information is used at a later step, 25, 
to destroy tabulated invoices that represent items that have already 
been billed . The advantage of putting credit codes in Cardatype 
cards shows up in the extra handling required when such a device is 
not used. The Cardatype could be used to write an invoice in these 
cases, since the data required is identical to the shipping document. 
and the code would eliminate tabulating and destroying another in-
voice later. 
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12. After shipment, the second copy of the shipping 
document returns to be posted to show "actua l tt inventory on hand. 
It is noted that stock-control records are maintained on a manual 
basis despite tabul~ting machine availability. It is not known 
whether the machines will also take over inventory control in the 
future . It is assumed that such vnll be the case, since without 
such an application, the multiple use of t he punched cards that is 
the primary justification for tabulating systems does not develop, 
and the overall cost would probably be appreciably higher than a 
straight rr~nual system. Part of the problem in a tabulating system 
is_the time required to obtain by-product results. There is no 
handicap in maintaining an ttactual '' stock control when a manual 
ttavailable" system provides on-the-spot information, and the ma-
chines have certain values in making analyses and maintaining fully 
accurate and checked accounting facts. 
13. Both prices and accuracy of data carried fram the 
original order through the Cardatype are verified by the Pricing 
Supervisor. Although list prices are established, and presumably 
are in the master IBM cards used in the Cardatype, there are special 
arrangements, "as is" goods, and other factors that make it necessary 
to check pricing. The values of the mechanical system are not as 
great in this case as they are in systems where the unit prices for 
an item are firmly established, and price variations, if any, are 
developed by changes in discount schedules or carried back into the 
unit cards. 
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14. Special information~ such as the number of invoice 
copies required by a custome~ is code d on the original order at 
this step . This is data which would appear to be standard with any 
one customer, and might well be incorpor~ted in the basic tab cards 
at the cardatype. 
16. There are occasions when items shipped are permissibly 
not the same as those ordered. It is at this step that this fact 
I 
is identified. This control is not so much for accounting purposes, 
although it is important, as it is for customer satisfaction. 
There is probably nothing more annoying to him than invoices that 
differ from shipments, beoause of the steps that must be taken to 
rectify the situation. This type of error is not as customer-
destroying as it is to a retail customer, but it is not conducive 
to general satisfaction, and adjustments are expensive. 
19. The next four steps convert the tape to cards. 
The tape cannot be read or printed directly, or sorted» so it must 
be converted . Unless there are changes from the original shipping 
document, (step 16,) these cards will produce the invoice. 
18. A limited amount of further data must be punched in 
invoice cards, if there was no change made by shipping, i.e., dealer 
and invoice numbers. 
25. Invoices·are tabulated from the cards. Originals of 
those that have already been invoiced, such as CODa, are destroyed, 
but all collection copies are processed. 
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26. Accounts Receivable data is listed in customer se-
quence on a hectograph inked master. This will be used in a process 
known as "transfer posting~" a process that substitutes for book-
keeping machine posting in machine tabulating systems. More of 
this later. 
27. The receipt of totals from two accounting steps to 
balance each to the other is a common control device. It is not 
' 
usual to see totals balanced between two consecutive steps as is 
done in this case. The longer the span of balance, the fewer the 
number of internal checks and the greater the speed in handling 
reports. Thus, one total in the steps 19 to 22 series, taking ad-
justments intoaccount, could reach back to the original shipping 
document preparation. Numerous interna~ checks are a minor matter 
from top management's view, even thoughl they may be a necessary 
accounting practice. The control over the span of steps 5 to 31, 
via step 30, exerts much greater leverage on the accuracy of 
intervening steps than do some of the others. Accounting controls 
are most effective when they are established before and af'ter d!l.ta 
has been manually transferred from one set of medi!l. or records to 
is 
another. The control in this step (27)~less justifiable because it 
uses the same cards in two sequential runs, separated perhaps by 
one sorting. Redesign of a dollar control span over a wider area 
might well reduce the number of inspections, persons and control 
file copies required. 
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29 . This is another very short-spa.n control, (from step 
~>~'-'; ~\.. 
18,) Aresults in the match-check of invoices t o the original documents. 
How necessary such a. review is should be examined with the view to 
lengthening spans, reducing the numbe r of checks and making them more 
complete and thorough once the docwnents reach a. control point. 
30. The Voucher Clearance Clerk does not receive all 
the # 9 copies . The procedure was set up in the early television 
days when the number of qualified service companies wa.a . limited. 
It was believed that the wholesaler would have t o handle the bulk 
of service contracts. Competition has brought service quality to 
the dealer level, much to the wholesa.ler' s relief, and the copies 
which are not needed for service contract reference and voucher 
payment are used for other purposes. This clerk will receive the 
invoice copy applicable to her activity, so one might eliminate the 
copy of the shipping document, filing it, and removing it later to 
match it, or this long-span control might supplant several others. 
32. The Credit Department uses invoice copies to follow 
on lOth prox payments not received. Payment data. is received 
through the IBM channels in the same way as the charge data. This 
whole matter of tabulating Accounts Receivable is subject to ques-
tions raised in the Dennison study-- a. copy of an invoice placed in 
file, with proper dollar control, is as effective a. ledger as the 
same media posted to a separate ledger card. The ledgerless plan 
is widely used, and appears t o be practical in this instance a.s well. 
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If such a treatment were developed, this is probably the copy that 
would be used for the purpose, although it .would probably be held 
in Accounts Receivable. A spare copy would be diverted and held 
to release as a collection copy if payment was not received accord-
ing to the terms of the sale. This would inform the Credit Depart-
ment of only the exceptions, and would void the need for its filing 
and removing 100 per cent of the invoice s as they were paid in order 
to determine those that required follow-up . 
35. Several of the copies are used other than according 
to the basic chart. Mention was made of the alternate use of the 
#9 copy. Spare copies are routed to the Sales Department for gen-
eral re~iew and scanning. It is pointed out that the Sales Depart-
ment does not receive advance order information because most orders 
are telephoned in. It is suggested that this is a rather haphazard 
source of information, and that other more certain systems might be 
devised to accomplish the same end more solidly at less oost. A 
carbon copy of the telephone order is easily provided, or summaries 
are practical through the tabulating operation. Other uses of 
spare copies, for sales statistics, are perhaps more justified . 
This trade is typified by sales promotion drives, and extra_ copies 
are accumulated by salesman and program, to determine the effective-
ness of each. Again, machine tabulations can be used. 
36. Transfer posting is done by a spirit-duplicator 
machine that copies one line of data at a time to ledger cards. It 
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is the tabulating machine's answer t o the convenience of the book-
keepi ng machine ledger card as a reference and control r ecord. It 
is fairl y rapid and rents for only ~25 a month, but the same require-
ments can generally be satisfied by other less exotic methods . 
Without covering other appli cations in detail, revolutions i n 
tab trust accounting and payroll systems have been developed by 
recognizing that once you have an interpreted punched card, leaving 
it in file on the ttledgerles s " plan is equally effective, faster, 
and more economical than the t ransfer posting system. In this 
i nstance, a copy of the invoice will perform th~ same f unction as 
a ledger card and give the Credit Depa t ment a control by exception 
on col l ections, savi ng t ime and expense i n the process. 
Comments made on t he company' s systems are based on the 
appearances derived from its written description of procedures, 
and the policies on which the systems were based have been imputed 
rather than quoted. This is both sound and unsound. There may be 
other policies and needs for control which did not occur to the 
analyst and which would fully justify the activities shown . Also, 
each system is derived from its predecessor, and it is difficult to 
drop a form of control that was formerly nece ssary. These changes 
will eventuate anyhow, over a period of time, as experience indicates. 
I t is recognized that by the time this report is submitted, some of 
the details of operation now in effect will have been amended, possibly 
even as the result of some of the questions raised at the time the 
detailed systems description was obtained. 
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The system is basically sound for a tabulating operation. 
It is orthodox, typically using an interweaving · of paper fl aw and 
controls . ~bethe r some can be modified by applying longer and fewer 
control spans is subject to detailed analysis and experiment rather 
than written opinion from limited evidence. But the written evidence 
bears strong resemblance to other systems in which the necessary de-
tailed analyses have been made, so the value of the opinion is 
greater than me re critical sweepings e 
Again, multiple analyses have been applied to a systems 
skeleton to provide the reader with a series of varied vi ewpoints 
which may be adaptable to hi s own organizational and control 
problems . 
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V. The Initiating Document 
Management, in examining the controls it must ' apply to 
make delegation effective, is deeply concerned with the order 
filling, shipping, billing and collection activities that turn 
sales into dollars 
A sales order may be originated i n a number of forms , 
I 
and in many cases arrives in the form of sound waves from customer 
to a clerk, but it is the written document that governs future 
action, and it is with the development of that document that this 
chapter is concerned. 
Initiating documents range widely in degree of complexity 
and controls that must be applied ~ There is the contract with 
multitudinous clauses and subagreements that is found in government 
and certain business purchases. This form of order is not dis-
cussed here because it usually is converted, somewhere in the sup-
plier's organizationy into a piece of paper that governs the next 
shipment and engenders the next collection. It is the handling of 
the latter document that determines what goes on wi thin his organiza-
tion. 
The contract i s a purchase-sale document created by both 
parties to the agreement. Below that level, most orders are written 
by one or the other par~ according to terms understood or expressed 
by one or the other and agreed to by both. A customer's order 
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usually is not readily handled in the seller's organization until it 
is converted into a piece of paper with which his organization is 
familiar e In many cases, a copy of the seller's order form is of 
little value because the buyer needs operating copies for budget, 
receiving , stock control, et al. Some organizations get their cus-
tomers to accept sales-order forms, but many more customers insist 
on using their own purchase-order forms, requiring a recopying. 
We understand there is one appliance organization that is 
trying to develop forms that will handle the needs of both the 
buyer and the seller. Ramifications in different organizations will 
lindt its application, even in a highly standardized trade. Just a 
normal desire to place a company's trade-mark before the world in-
terferes with such standardization. At one time, Watertown Arsenal 
sent the ditto master on which it originated its order to Boston 
Ordnance District to prepare additional control copies rapidly, 
without retyping a considerable amount of technical data. In the 
field of government, such handling is badly needed and practical of 
application, but shows no great signs of growth . 
A. Non-Received Purchase Orders 
Instances of non-received purchase orders occur in both 
the Dennison and Eastern studies. In both studies, customers who 
verbalize an order to th~ salesman or call it over the t elephone 
supply an order without reference copies for the sellere 
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The long legal history of buyer-seller agreements is ig-
nored in such cases, but modern business» with its volume of trans-
actions and the universal use of credit ratings as the measure of 
business integrity, does not find it necessary to encompass its 
ordering procedures with a multitude of defenses against chiseling 
and niggling . Firms that take advantage of loopholes become known 
and find themselves rock-bound by tight agreements to a degree that 
can become costly and burdensome, so the short term advantage of 
subterfuge causes long-range handicaps. 
The government is the opposite of private industry in 
these relationships~ Each time that suppliers find and take advan- · 
tage of a weak spot in the contractual structure, and each time 
that a businessman loses· a contract to a competitor and goes to 
his Congressman, contract formats are revised . tightened, made more 
detailed and complex, and both the governme nt and its contractors 
find their handling costs inevitably rise as the result. When a 
seller finds he has to add extra controls and submit to audits and 
inspections that are not customary in his trade or his experience , 
he will realize that there is nothing he can do about it, and that 
the fault lies with himself and his bretheren. The government can-
not select its suppliers or refuse to allow one chiseler to bid, 
so it must spell out relationships in infinite detail. 
The obvious buyer control is usually his order number, 
although as little as a date may suffice. The real control is the 
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good faith of the contracting parties. Many such relationships de-
l 
velop when one of the parties, often the 1 buyer, is &mall, has not 
been burned by being unable to refuse goods he does not believe he 
ordered, or who has reduced the number of his suppliers to those 
whom he can trust implicitly. Such is the case in the hardware 
trade . There are a few long-established suppliers, whose customers 
have enormous faith in them from many years of mutually agreeable 
relationships . 
Such relationships are not easily come by. Newer whole-
salers refer to them as ''inertia~" and find themselves forced to 
give costly services beyond those of the established firms, which 
if carried too far, can weaken the ability of the newer firm to 
survive . (But also may change trade practice overnight.) 
Another group that relies on non-received orders is found 
in rapid-service organizations, of which no examples are provided 
herein. The relationship here is any type of customer and a small 
service organization that depends upon its speed of service to 
develop its demand. In such oases, a written order would delay the 
basic mode of operation. 
Bv Received Orders 
Customer-written orders are of two types: orders that 
must be interpreted into seller's forms; orders that are received 
on the seller's forms and need no conversion. 
a. Orders received on a buyer's forms must ordinarily 
be converted. Such orders are ordinarily designed 
to fill the buyer's needs, and so are of little 
I 
value to the supplier !~ We made an effort to find 
a firm, even as a cur~osity, that used its cus-
tamer's purchase-order forms for internal uses, 
and one such small dress manufacturer was noted. 
But to our knowledge, no one has sent a buyer's 
order back to him as an invoice, using the Sears 
Roebuck logic of ending up ?nth no files. It is 
an intriguing concept that probably has been or 
will be done, since almost every conceivable sys-
tem seems to have been tried at one time or 
another. The closest to it involved attaching 
I 
an ••aprontt to the customer's order, as was done 
by a small stationer in the middle-west ten years 
or more ago, but he uses more orthodox methods 
now. 
There has been some standardization of forms due to the 
use of overriding strips on duplicated order forms, and due to the 
logic of continuous forms that operate best in certain patterns. 
There have been efforts to set up standard order forms and many 
still are sold by the blank-form companies with the user's name 
imprinted. But the pattern of standards does not carry far. It 
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still is necessary to apply a human brain to the assignment of con-
verting the customer's needs into those terms that have meaning to 
the seller. 
Tabulating machine firms are taking steps to st&ndardize 
and supply punched checks through banks to users, and it is con-
ceivable that over the years, similar arrangements will grow in the 
field of ordering, but the complexities involved, even to get two 
firms to use the same columns in their cards for the order number, 
seem, at this point, to push expectancy far into the future. 
bv When the supplier can supply his own forms for 
the customer to use, ·he immediately puts into 
motion a new set of factors that can immensely 
simplify his operations and reduce his costs 
of operatione Two worth whi le examples are 
covered at length in the charts and discussions 
attached to this report . The mail-order opera-
tion at Breck's . like that of many other such 
firms, is based on supplying the customer with 
an order form that standardizes his requirements 
to a high degree. Widely known are the Sears 
and Ward systems, and the clipping in the corner 
of an advertisement accomplishes the same end. 
Management controls on the orders themselve s do not start 
until the orders arrive in our eases, but the big mail-order firms 
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have reached out, through the application of statistical techniques, 
to examine the results of their mailings, modify their advertising 
techniques and improve their mailing lists, to establish a stati sti -
cal pattern that determines how large a mailing~~must be made , 
' 
I 
where it will go, and what goods must be provided to supply the 
demand . ~~ether this is rightly considered as a control on the 
number of orders that will be received becomes a matter of defini-
tion. There are strong control fe atures which are much more positive 
an approach to the problem of ensuring sales than most other sales 
budgets. 
If such positive results were available to advertising 
and direct and other sales organizations, mechanization of sales 
effort would rapidly become a factor to a degree that is not now 
practical . Statisticians make every effort to disclose apparent 
coordination between the advertising dollar and sales results, 
but it is still a field where salesmanship governs more than do 
statistics. 
VI. Establishing Control Points 
Control points are too often established without suffi-
cient forethoughte This does not necessarily mean that they are 
not needed, or that they are wrongly placed. 
It does mean that each time a system is modified, it must 
be examined in any aspect affected by the change t o see that exist-
ing controls are effective , have not be~n duplicated, and still are 
nece ssary. 
Flow charts are designed , not to answer ~hyn?, but to 
show points at which it must be asked. As a management tool , such 
-- . -
a chart is not complete until it is supplemented by work- counts , 
travel distances, layouts, manning tables , job descriptions, et al, 
plus a statement of why each control is established, and in that 
particular position in the prooesse The chart is a skeleton on 
which operations can be fle shed and understood. When accompanied 
by other facts to make it a living representation of a system, it 
becomes teacher, monitor, and a source of new idea.s as to better 
ways of accomplishing desired ends. 
The discussions of key steps that accompany each chart 
I 
include some comment on alternate possible procedures, as gleaned 
! 
from practices in other firms over the years. They are not documented 
because of time and travel limitations, but ce.n stand on their own 
feet and do not require validation by specific illustration. They 
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are common to ma.ny firms so the informed reader will recognize them 
from his own experience. 
The principle controls in order-fi lling systems follow: 
A. Cash 
Control of cash is a sensitive problem. It involves not 
only customer and employee relationships but also implications of 
potential loss through fraud . collusionl theft, etc. Cash control 
is costly, detailed, necessary, and constantly subject to top man-
e.gement review. 
Top management does not persofally conduct the review, 
but assigns specialists to the 
ance and other opinion to keep 
I 
problem. ~ 
• I 1.nsuranoe 
' 
It obtains the best insur-
cost near the minimum and 
hazard to its employees at the lowest possible level. Its auditors 
keep coming back to the.t issue again and again over the years to 
try to assure that what is the company's stays with the company. 
In the two of the three systems under review, cash han-
1 
dling is not involved. In the Breck system, large volumes of checks 
and money-orders, which have some characteristics of cash and must 
therefore be carefully controlled» are an integral part of the mail-
order system. A retail store is another focus of the cash handling 
problem, and if this study is expanded in the future, a considerable 
amount of attention will be given to the.t aspect. 
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Under the Breck procedure, in steps 1 through 15~ the 
first focus of cash control is a by-product of a natural desire to 
obtain sales forecasts at the earliest possible moment. Incoming 
mail is weighed to estimate the dollar value of the orders received, 
and these figures are checked by comparisons to actual results. It 
is not a positive control, but a sudden change in ratios, without 
good reason, would lead to immediate studies of the situation, in-
eluding cash-handling procedures, to determine what possible causes 
might force such ~ariations. Such examinations~ because the internal 
aspects inevitably include questions of money handling, must be con-
ducted with the greatest discretion. Tight careful control thus 
helps avoid unwarranted reflections on employees. On the other 
side of the coin, accounting and cashiering personnel often become 
accustomed to the constant attention of auditors and control systems. 
They should early realize that such devices are for mutual bene.f'i t 
because they reduce possibilities of suspicion and job hazard. 
An experienced cashier welcomes the vi-sit of the auditor as an ob-
vious proof of his integrity, that removes the natural human sus-
picion the.t will arise when controls are not adequate. 
I If there were a weak spot in ~he Breck system, it would 
be at the point where the envelopes are opened , yet there is a 
strong external control here. An order might be diverted and the 
check misused, but the average customer writes in ten days if his 
gift order has not been received. He would write again when his 
bank statement included the cashed check, and he would have no 
trouble making a similar verification of the cashing of his money 
order. If onl;y- one. check is lost, the possibility of its being 
: 
lost in the mail a.nd the cost of cheokilJ.g, make s it simpler to dup-
l 
I 
licate the customer's order. If othe r checks begin to disappear, 
however, supervision :i.s quickly alerted !' 
Note that counting out 65 envelopes would require a de-
faulting clerk to replace an incoming order with another from her 
purse, and such sleight of hand~ though possible , does not go on 
without hazard. Other devices, such as pre-sorting envelopes by 
state, or requiring girls to wear company aprons , would develop if 
thefts were noticed. Rotating personnel between jobs is a common 
control device which shows up individualst as the changes became 
effective , or makes it too hazardous to fina gle. But Breck's system? 
is the distillation of experience in many similar firms, and loss 
experience has been negligible. 
From step #8 on, amounts written on orders are balanced to 
the customer's figures, so that chance of cash loss drops rapidly. 
Once the figures are posted by machine, the cashier has to balance 
to the penny, and subsequent cash control is relatively simple. 
Control of cash receipts on Accounts Receivable, implied 
in step 22, is accomplished by receiving paJ~ents in another location, 
controlling posting media in totals, and keeping the receipt and post-
ing of payments in ~·o separate departments that are never permitted 
to interchange assignments. 
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B. Order Register 
One systems adjunct that most often borders on the unneo-
essery is the register, yet e.s an institution of control, it manages 
to survive and thrive. There are liter~lly millions of man-hours a 
year spent writing registers af1.¢.t's an easy place to save time and 
I 
cost when making improvements . 
Breck and other mail-order systems avoid the cost of an 
order register by knowing how long the customer will wait before he 
inquires about his order, and gearing the system to deliver the 
goods or an explanation of delay before that time. Complete move -
ment of orders out of the organization in a matter of days or hours 
is the best way to avoid customer inquiry . 
Under the Dennison system, a customer record is maintained 
in conjunction with credit authorization and special instructions. 
Even though maintained in customer sequence, it is not used by the 
sales organization and is essentially an order register. All cus-
tomer inquiries are referred to it. Inquiry problems are two-fold: 
1. Experience indicated the need for such a record, 
especially during war years when orders could not be filled com-
pletely and promptly. 
2 . The problem of inquiry reference will always exist 
on special printing orders and others that take time to process. 
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Here we would suggest cost and statistical studies. In 
the Dennison chart discussion, we show that addressing plates used 
to prepare labels can also be coded to authorize credit and develop 
special instructions. This would leave the customer history record 
for reference alone, and the possibility of modifying its position 
in the chain of procedure would be simplified . We should ask about 
the policy that originally established the record and see if the 
reasons are still valid. 
Is it possible to send the customer an acknowledgement 
card advising him of delays beyond the normal delivery period? 
This should both reduce the number of inquiries and improve cus-
tomer relations . 
If the average order is shipped in, say, five days from 
receipt, and a special order in fifteen days , that can be standard 
sales information that will divert customer inquiries at the Dis-
trict Sales Office level. Shipment on seasonal orders can be 
similarly handled, Combined with the special post card when order 
backlogs are heavy or supplies are low, it might be possible to 
reduce the reference workload to a point where it would be less 
costly to make an occasional inquiry to the warehouse. 
In this connection, processing orders through the District 
Sales Office might be examined in conjunction with a study of time 
lags. An order mailed directly to the factory, whence all shipments 
originate, will be processed one to two days earlier than one handl~d 
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through a regional sales office. This is particularly true if the 
regional ttcensoring'~ operation is at all complete or time-consuming. 
From managementts viewpoint, then , order registration can 
be examined from these points--does the record duplicate controls 
kept in branch offices? Can analysis of bill ings or completed 
orders supply sufficient customer history data for sales control ? 
Can shipment be insured within a certain number of days so that 
inquiries are minimized? Can the cost of posting 100 per cent of 
orders, to answer a small per cent of inquiries, be modified with 
above changes in mind to reduce the need for such a record at this 
point? Note that we admit the potential sales value , of customer 
historical data, but such facts might ~ better supplied at other 
stations without extra recording. 
In the Eastern system, an order register is not identified. 
We note, in the deta.iled discussion of the system, step 35, the.t 
copies of invoices and shipping orders are supplied the sales office 
on an incompletely organized basis, when copies of those documents 
are not needed elsewhere, but no order register as suoh\\ndicated 
in the written procedure. 
In both the Dennison and Eastern systems, incoming orders 
are given a company number which acts as specific identification of 
the individual order, prevents confusion with other similar orders 
that might be in process, and permits checking completions to insure 
that no orders are overlooked or held up in channels. That the latter 
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control should be necessary in any system is discouraging to the 
idea of perfection, but it is a typical device. The same end is 
also accomplished by filing 'tcontrol't copies and pulling them as 
I 
orders pass the control point. vVhen customer order numbers are 
obtained , discreet identification is mol e practical, and that value 
of the factory order number lessens. 
experience 
To summarize the control exemplified by an 
indicates that it generally J rises ~s the 
I 
i 
order register, 
result of an 
occasional embarrassing error and is maintained from year to year 
thereafter without regard to cost. The factory order number is a 
part of the same problem, and it may be lthat such controls will not 
be avoided except in an idealistic systJm, not humanly manned. 
C. Customer History and iSales Records 
In discussing the order register , which is widely used 
elsewhere but not truly represented in the systems covered in this 
report, we combined a discussion of the customer history record 
used also as a register of orders e 
The sales or customer histor y record per se is not so 
much a direct order control device as it is a long- term sales 
improvement tool . 
I 
Customer history records t ake various forms. In a printing 
firm, the salesman, with the oustomer, estimates how long a form 
supply should last, and the salesman puts a follow- up in his history 
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file to be on deck when the order comes up again. 
A tabulating salesman that was trying to break down the 
resistance of a hardware wholesaler pointed out that at the begin-
ning of each quarter next year, all the items ordered for that last 
season could be listed for ea.ch dealer's information, to get him 
to commit himself for his season's probable needs in advance and 
thus reduce the number of calls required to obtain the same volume 
of business. The suggestion has intriguing competitive valuesa 
The wholesaler nearly "fell" despite an other-.v1se uneconomical ap-
plication. Each wholesaler has salesmen that call on dealers on a 
regular schedule. The dealer can hold !lis orders for them if he 
I 
desires. The normal practice is to pre~are a ttwant-listn on scratch 
' paper, and the next man that comes in tnat has the goods get s the 
' 
order. By obtaining all his last year's business in one order, 
even though it might be delivered in monthly segments over the sea-
son, the salesman would then .be in a position to pick·up the random 
items on his calls, which would come from the competitors' share in 
past ;y-ears. It proposes a very practical use of customer history, 
and is far more positive t han some of the hopeful records we have 
observed. 
One basic use o~ the history record is to establish sales 
budgets. If the cus t omer bought last year, he should buy more this 
year, goes the assumption, and sales quotas are thus established. 
It looks more realistic to base quotas on exact figures developed 
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from experience, and since other means may be even less factual 
I ' 
this is frequently the basis of such planning. 
In discussing control fac t ors that develop from sales 
records , they have no great effect, (except for handling delay,) 
on prompt shipment of goods. 
Findings from customer records . can have a salutary effect 
in pointing up need for improved delive ries. But rather than use 
remote control through sales records, there is more benefit from 
a .:..:: gressi ve analysis of direct production policies • systems and 
controls. 
D. Open Orders 
There are several ways to control unshipped orders. They 
are properly a part of order-filling control systems, but none are 
fully identified in the systems studied . 
A simple serial number and check-off shows orders not yet 
completed to date • .A copy of an order filed by number of customer 
tells the same story, as is implied in Eastern's system at step 6. 
The serial number is the least costly, since it requires only the 
checking off of a number on a master list at any step later in the 
procedure. This is the department store method, which handles a 
large number of items at a very low cost per unit. An extra copy 
of the order, at Eastern, is filed by customer and checked daily 
against shipped orders, to indicate open orders and answer customer 
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questions as to when deliveries can be expected. There is no way 
to insure shipment of a lost order except to have another copy at 
hand or to have an infallible system. The latter is difficult to 
obtain~ 
In the Breck system, the problem of lost orders is minimal 
because of the open mass handling a pplied. · At Dennison the system 
! 
seems to be excellen·tly planned, but ooniplexi ty of i terns can lead 
to confusion, and many documents are handled by many people, rather 
than a. closely supervised few as at Breck's. Direct supervision is 
necessarily skimpier at Dennison's , and individual responsibility 
higher. Conditions at Eastern cannot be implied. It appears there 
that all possible controls were applied 'and frequency of potential 
error was not analyzed to determine whether each ·cont rol was essen-
tial. In the latter case, note that there are four or f ive control 
fi~ that must be closed out before one set of shipment papers can 
rest in peace. This is typical of many tab systems. 
At Eastern, the poss i bility of lost orders is small be-
cause of the number of sets of controls 11 once past step 5 . An 
extra open order control as such is of less importance than it 
would be in the Dennison system where the receipt and shipment of 
an order are matched only once. In the ,Dennison system, open orders 
can be readily determined only by examini ng the customer history 
record . I f the serial numbers were tallied, unchecked numbers would 
show up , but details still would have to be determined by blind 
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examination of the customer history& In Eastern, open numeric cop-
ies in any one of the several files would show uncompleted orders. 
A numeric sequence is also e. sequence by date, so that orders in the 
front of a file show old orders still open. 
Filing order copies as an order register is a common prac-
tice, and is less costly than hand-entry in a register, though less 
convenient for reference. It is not unusual
1 
to see several such 
controls in one system, as at Eastern, and the suspicion grows that 
it is a self-protective device that grows withi n organizations with 
departmentalization, and not a top management control a A single 
such control to point up an occasional l ost order may be valid, but 
beyond that requirement, the use of several like controls should be 
avoided for economy and speed of operation. 
The individual supervisor is concerned with only his seg-
ment of operation. He is not in a position to recommend removal 
of small controls that favor his unit operation in favor of larger 
spans of control outside of his cognizance. It behooves management, 
then, to examine the accretion of a large number of minor departmental 
controls, to find one cause of enormous growth in clerical cost ¥ 
E. Credit Authorization 
The establishment of credit in the Breck mail-order system 
is a minor factor, since the system is based on high-volume handling 
of small cash transactions. In. the ttshort pay'• steps, 19 through 25, 
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the volume of transactions is small, but it is good practice to re-
cover all such items to avoid the growth of careless habits and 
I 
I precedents among customers. The three al ter~na te systems are based 
psychology: 
on statistical experience and a pretty good 1knowledge 
I 
of customer 
1. Breck pays the postage on orde'rs over a certain size 
to encourage larger orders. Some customers, either through oversight 
or misreading of instructions, neglect to include postage for small 
orders . The cost of trying to collect such payments would exceed 
the return, so the burden is placed on the post office. To receive 
a postage-due package is annoying, but the note of explanation is 
thought to be sufficient to mollify the customer. No marking has 
been made on the customer history record, (the stencil,) of packages 
sent postage-due, to determine whether customer reaction results in 
loss of accounts greater than the average. This might be an interest-
ing study, since the selling price of the products is the same as 
charged in retail stores where customers can develop charge accounts 
and receive free delivery. The Sears policy of lower prices in 
mail-order, does not apply in small seed and gift mail-order firms. 
They rely on attractive well-selected items, high novelty and good 
promotional activity to get customers to order without considering 
relative cost. The '1convenience 11 of mail-order is often stressed, 
but most customers manage to get to the stores in their shopping 
areas several times a season. Thi s is an interesti ng side-light on 
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American business, using consumer psychology to change the flow of 
business and increase its net effect by capitalizing on statistical 
patterns~ 
2. Small amounts due are set up on invoices, rather than 
delaying order shipment. No effort is made collect these amounts 
beyond a minimum reminder , because the cost collection would ex-
ceed the recovery, but a high proportion of the invoices are collected 
I 
without further expenditure on the company's part. The control~ 
is the average customer's desire to stay even with his obligations. 
American credit history shows a low loss ratio, which in turn indi-
cates a high honesty ratio among customers~ Breck finds no great 
control is needed . If the small open item is not easily collected, 
it is written off. The analysis does not indicate whether write-
offs are carried to the customer-history record on the stencil. 
Other firms similarly rely on customer honesty to reduce 
the number of controls needed. A case in point is Sears' practice 
of sending reply post cards to fill in with extra coins for the 
amount due on small recoveries • . This is far less costly than more 
elaborate systems and works about as well. 
3. Breck's breaking point, 20 per cent of the value of 
the order, may be arbitrary or based on analysis, but it is typical 
of a management decision that has been si1nplified for the use of 
clerical personnel. Twnety per cent is easily determined, and applies 
to small as well as large orders alike. The company does not like 
to hold up orders, for that causes backlogs in paper work, builds 
up unused inventory, and in short-season activity, delays orders to 
the point where customer good-will might be affected. But it finds 
that leverage exerted by holding the order is such that the customer 
pays immediately, instead of waiting a few days until he happens to 
get to it, and the net result is to improve the turnover figures on 
those collections appreciably. The goods for such orders are not 
held aside--only the documents are held, so it sometimes happens 
that after payment has been received, a credit must be given for a 
missing item. This is an infrequent event, amusing yet annoying, 
and under theories of the effects of discipline in obtaining better 
results in future actions, we are inclined to believe that rather 
than lose the customer, the customer's future orders are more care -
fully prepared. Speaking from personal acquaintance with the firm, 
we know that policies are fully designed for the customer's benefit, 
and if the gift season grows late, there is a rapid switch from 
holding orders to placing them on Accounts Receivable invoices so 
that customers' gifts will become available in time. 
Under the Dennison system, relationships are for the most 
part with companies that have been customers for many years, and 
credit ratings are well established. There are marginal firms, but 
their orders tend to be comparably small so that risks are commensur-
ate. with credit limits. This allows the company to place credit codes 
on the customer history record and handle only the exceptions that are 
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turned aside by the presence of such codes when order size exceeds 
limits established. The practice is widely used and is a simple 
application of the well known principles of exception . 
The Eastern Company' s order credit system is stated to be 
built on the assumption that the Credit Department 'till approve the 
I 
order. For this reason, the order forms are Cardatyped prior to 
credit review, and several copies are distr:Lbute d to other organize.-
tional units that would have to be withdrawn if the order were to 
be canceled on the basis of credit. 
It does not seem, however» on t he ,basis of a 100 per c nt 
Credit Depart ment review, that the assumption has been carried to 
i ts l ogical consequence .. There a.re two steps ·that might be taken 
t o fully incorporate the assumption into t he system: 
le The order might go directly from the Carda.type machine 
to t he Shipping Department . One of the non-working copies, such as 
#9 , (step 30,) would then go first ·through the Credit Department , 
and perhaps the 'tavailable 11 stock control record . A time limit would 
be imposed on credit authorization, so that the warehouse would be 
able to assume that an order that had not been stopped within that 
period was okay to ship. By- passing the 1•available't stock control 
might not be practical , resulting in too many orders arriving at 
the warehouse for which there was no stock, .but since the company 
provides its order-takers with a daily list of available items, and 
low- quantity items are checked to the stock record when there is a 
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question as to availability, it seems that a tightening of that in-
formation pattern and a ndraw-be.ck'' system would permit immediate 
processing of typed shipping orders. resulting in a considerable 
speeding of delivery. 
The "draw- b£tck't system is discussed in the detailed re-
view of the Eastern system chart. Essentially# it involves a time 
schedule within which credit withdrawal of an order in the warehouse 
is permitted. In department stores, this control can extend clear 
out to the point of delivery in some cases. Volume handling of 
small packages permits economical withdrawal of poor-credit items. 
In Eastern 's case, it might be determined that the cost of delivery 
of the furniture -type items might require the1 "draw-back't to be 
exercised on a tighter schedule than the twenty- four hours normally 
available in a retail store . 
2. The possibility of incorporating a credit code in 
Cardatype cards that would require limited orders to be processed 
through the Credit Department and others be allowed to by- pass such 
handling is the exception principle discussed in the Dennison notes · 
above . How much analysis has been made on this subject is not 
knol'<n. There e.re two possible handicapts that may have prevented 
such handling: 
a . Changes in marginal credit conditions may be so 
frequent and that the nwnber of recodings would 
be excessive. In view of the ease with which 
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punched cards are amended, this should not be 
too .great an objection. In connection with me-
chani cal problems , the firm's liberal use of the 
columns available in t he punched cards limits 
the space available for extra coding , but there 
are several areas in which moderate compression 
of data would free the one column needed for 
credit coding. 
b. It may be that some credit ratings need to be 
revalued at each order, taking receivable balances 
into account. This would require perhaps two 
credit rating changes a month for marginal ac-
counts, which would be excessive for any me-
chanical system, but it still would be practical 
to encode large stable accounts to by- pass the 
authorization step . Since the volume of sales 
is related to the size of the customer , freeing 
a relatively few customers would still permit by-
passing a respectable number of orders. 
F. Stock, Production or Buying Balanoe Control 
Stock control is a primary control requirement in most 
firms • It has been studied and reported on so extensively that 
less contribution can be made in this field than in some of the 
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others. The term, tta lean but ade.quate stock, 11 succinctly defines 
the ideal stock condition. There is enough stock to take care of 
current demands. and no more. Too much stock leads to high invest-
ment, increased storage , insurance, obsolescence, depreciation, 
sales effort to move unpopular goods , and other costs~ Too little 
stock loses sales and competitive position~ The famous painting 
popularized by Dun & Bradstreet portrays this latter situation with 
the old Yankee phrase, '•You can't do business with an empty wagon." 
The greatest cause of business failure is attributed to 
inadequate working capital , and this is as often attributed to over-
investment in idle inventory and receivables a.s it is in lack of 
them and funds together . 
There are a number of formulas developed by production 
and buying organizations to apply past experi ence agai nst future 
expectations, by item~ class, or dollars, to limit investment in 
stock to a range that will return optimum results. 
In the Breck- type operation, the sea sons are short and 
the volume of goods high. It is necessary to plan and estimate in 
great detail and with great care before the season so that enough 
goods can be bought or earmarked to cover customer desires without 
leaving undigestible lumps at the end of the season to carry on into 
the future~ As indicated in the detailed discussion, Breck and others 
take adve.ntage of their retail store coordination to adjust stock 
levels and press for movement of items that might otherwise be held 
through to the next season 
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In some of the large catalog organizations, buying is 
firmly committed only on a percentage of the total order basis. The 
first few returns from the catalog can be charted and a very close 
approximation of the success of every item determined early enough 
.r I 
to amend open orders across the board . Further amendments are made 
as the season progresses, but the danger of the manufacturer's not 
being able to supply an item are reduced, and the problem of leaving 
him or the store with gross overstocks is similarly limited. 
Breck's operating stock control consists of very rapid 
tabulations of sales on each item. The quantity sold to date, or 
the number of orders it takes to sell a certain item, or the time 
it takes to sell a certain portion of the total order for inventory, 
can be projected statistically against prior experience to the en-
tire sea.son' s results . The volume of items is such that small errors 
in tabulation are not significant against the speed of recording that 
is essenti al . The tallying devices are small mechanical counters in 
rows and racks identified by item. The operator punches e.ppropriate 
ones as their items appear on orders . It is a very rapid random 
posting device up to a reasonable quantity of items , beyond which 
point the size of the counter banks ma.kes other devices more 
practical. 
At Dennison, the company manufactures for stock, (except 
for special printing orders,) and is in the position of being able 
to use its stock records, plus "most economical quantity to 
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me.nufacturett and other formulae to make the most effective use of 
its facil:ties and available storage space. Our detailed discussion 
I 
I 
indicated that there is a daily review of stock conditions, which 
indicates that the company tends to operate on a high-turnover basis, 
at least during active sales seasons. The simplicity of the product 
permits the company to work close to a law stock level without risk-
ing sales. If the production time span were long , this would not 
be as practical a measure. 
Eastern, on the other hand, needs to commit itself for a 
certain number of units ahead of each selling season, and the ap-
pliance manufacturer in his turn cooperates closely with his whole-
salers to try to determine the number and type of each model that 
may sell. Fortunately for this type of business 1 shortaee of one 
model does not necessa.rily mean a lost sale. A customer who is 
ready to buy may be converted to another model, perhaps more so 
than an automobile or hosiery customer. In the one case, he is apt 
to wait for delivery of his personal selection, and in the other to 
go to another shop for the size, brand and shade desired. 
Eastern's control, then, is based more on the problem of 
supplying the customer what he needs if possible, or advising him 
of the available alternates, and being able to ship promptly. There 
is no time to await further production. The problem is complicated 
by the wide re.nge of models available that limits the dealer 's sam-
ple and then ordering the desired size, color or design from a 
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catalog. This means that Eastern expects few orders for stock , with 
ample time to deliver , except from very few large customers. The 
system is designed around the hand- to-mouth operations of its deal-
ers, and the controls f or such a system are more detai l ed than those 
required by concerns who sell for their customers to stock . 
G. Preparation of Working Documents 
Of all the systems examined by this analyst over the years, 
the greatest variation in the number and format of records is noted 
in those companies that have not been standardi zed by duplicating 
machine or conti nuous form sales organi zations . Such groups j ustify 
the purchase of their specialties by the elimination of extra writ -
i ng and handling, and by the expediting of service by the use of 
multiple copies . The systems under consideration here have been 
carefully developed by their own firms) so they show more variations 
as to complexities that can develop. 'Ma.ny of the documents covered 
in the following review are prepared at one ori gi na l writing , or 
the original document itself serves varied rdquirements to a degree 
that other firms' systems may not portray. 
1. Back Orders 
Back- order flow is not shown in the charts , to minimize 
complexities . In others of the Breck operations , b~ck orders are 
handled in orthodox fashion . In the mail - order system, it is not 
desirable to accumulate a large back- log of papers copied from an 
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original document. The average item price is too low to justify 
such handling. There are several steps possibl e, which depend on 
I 
the value of the item and the immediacy of an inc oming restock 
shipment: 
a . The whole order is held if the missing item is 
expected to arrive almost immediately. Since 
this reduces the current workload and increases 
the later workload , it is not the best solution. 
b. A typist prepares a label with the item code and 
quantity shown in one corner. These labels are 
held in bulk and slapped on pre-packaged items 
when they arrive . Postage is paid, since it was 
the company' s problem to maintain supplies. 
There is no packing slip. The customer's original 
order was returned to him with the balance of 
his goods with a slip indicating that the balanoe 
would be forthcoming in a few days . 
c. The item is substituted for with a pleasantly 
written letter from Mr . Breck indicating that if 
it is not satisfactory, he will be only too glad 
to repay the customer on the item's return . Since 
the type and quality are highly comparable or 
better than the missing item, for the same price , 
and inertia. is common, most of these substitutions 
stick. 
d. A credit slip or check is made out to the customer. 
If the value is large; a check is issued. For 
small amounts, the credit slip is deemed not up-
setting to the customer , and i t may be an induce-
ment to buy again . The greatest inducement is , 
of course, satisfi ed customers, and Sears' has 
seen fit to make each of its credit slips into a 
check form that can be redeemed at any bank or 
for merchandise , regardless of the amount . 
These fonns must be as carefully controlled as 
cash, for they are cashabl e by any one. 
Dennison and Eastern treat back or ders in orthodox fashion. 
¥fuen an item is to be back-ordered , Dennison copies the quantity on 
its pre - printed '•section sheets" and pos ts over- draft or oredi t bal -
ances on its stock control record to indicate the over- ordering . 
Eastern's back-order ties into specifi c open orders on the manufac-
turer or to a purchase order written for the purpose. Control is . 
kept against the navailablen stock record, but the 'actual 11 posting 
is not made until after shipment. 
Back-orders are necessary but indicate need for more atten-
tion to buying or production practices, or to a change in market 
conditions . Customers may be ~~lling to wait for back-orders, but 
it still requires costly double order handling . 
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2. Order Register 
The order register may be a listing, or a copy of the 
document. In some cases, the control is applied by checking serial 
numb~rs from a tally list , with only missing i terns being pulled from 
numeric file. This is the department store exception technique, and 
is much more economical than pulling a copy of every order from a 
control file unless the copy is used for other purposes . Such use 
mi~ht be as the invoice or as Accounts Receivable copy in a ledger-
less system. 
3. Packing Lists 
The use of packing lists is a tradi-ti onal practice in many 
businesses, but is not essential , I f one is not provi ded, the busi -
ness customer makes up his own receiving document, and where the 
customer uses multi-copy orders, he ignores the packing slip and 
relies on his own count of receipts.. If there is a diff erence be -
VNeen his receiving records and the supplier's invoice, stock con-
trol data plus a. count of stock still on hand, permits a verification 
of the supplier's or the customer's figure. Splitting of shipments 
en route sometimes leads t o differences that can readily be reconciled. 
The packing slip itself is often of more use to the shipper 
than the receiver. His packer's work must be checked against a 
record , and a packing slip is it. However , if the item is to be 
invoiced later, the record that goes back to the billing department 
can be used to check paoking e 
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These notes indicate that if the system does not readily 
I 
provide a packing slip, the possibilities of eliminating that extra 
f orm might be considered~ 
The mail -orde r system at Breck's uses the customer's 
original order as a packing slip . It avoids the accumulation of 
large volumes of paper that ·have no value . The customer can check 
his order, and a claim is reRdily submitted by returni ng the original 
documents with his query. 
(A comparable value is noted in department store billing 
systems that send the original salescheck with the monthly statement. 
If there is a clerical error in billing, the customer has the exact 
reference data, and can mail back the erroneous check for adjustment.) 
De~~ison and Eastern use standard ~acking slips. East;ern' s 
.... -... / 
is a copy of the Cardatyped order. Dennison's appears to be tne 
pre-printed packing copies~ since all pertinent data has be~ trans- -
ferred to the original order that returns to the offic~ for illing . 
4. Bills of Lading 
Preparation of bills of lading is a problem in many ship-
ping departments. Many firms now incorporate the forms in their 
multi - copy sets where the demand for other copies is not prohibitive. 
Vfuere many local shipments do not require the bills of lading, extra 
copies are des~yed or created independently. 
Breck is not generally concerned with such forms in his 
mail-order procedure. Wht!'n they are needed, they are specially 
typeda Most shipments are by parcel post . Dennison prepares them 
i 
as needed, and Eastern provides a set with each set of shipping 
documents. The documents themselves integrate with the payment of 
I 
transportation charges, so a control copy is held by the shipping 
department and all invoices approved against the bills of lading 
cop3es before paJment. As a control device, to avoid the possibility 
of collusion, some firms keep the company copy of the shipped bill 
of lading in the Accounts Payable Department. 
I 
I 
I 
5. Shipping Tags and Labels 
In discussing the systems charts, a point was made that 
sizeable losses of goods have resulted from lack of control of ship-
ping labels. If labels are easily obtained, they can be placed on 
cartons which are then put into the bulk shipments to collaborators 
outside. 
The me.in problem in control of labels is to estimate the 
number of copies needed. Estimates must be made by qualified per-
sons yet they should not normally have access to the labels or ware-
house. Over or underestimating will result in waste of labels, a 
minor cost, or call for extras that have to be hand written in sepa-
rate operations, a major added expense. 
At Breck's, labels are estimated by one clerk and imprinted 
by stencil by another. The number of labels sho~~ by the editor on 
the order is checked against actuals by the packaging inspector, and 
spare labels accounted for. A similar control between original 
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estimate and labels used is noted in the Dennison system. At East-
ern, the labels are apparently produced in the warehouse. The con-
trol, if any, was not determined, but the large unit of sale is more 
easily checked against outgoing shipping documents than in small-
package firms . This is one reason for the department store's careful 
checking and accounting for every sal es che ck , t o avoid the illegal 
I 
use of checks for shipping out unsold goods. 
6. Invoices 
Invoice control is the third large
1 
major control in this 
analysis. The problem is minimal at Breck's and the treatment af-
forded has been discussed earlier. 
I 
At Dennison, the original order I re~urns from the warehouse 
! 
showing the results of shipment, and is typed into invoice format. 
V(e have discussed in some detail the implications of this step in 
relation to cost of operation. Since the entire invoice is being 
typed, the typing could be moved earlier into the system to provide 
multi-copies for simultaneous handling, rather than sequential han-
dling of the one document. Customer recording could be handled in 
parallel, and a change in stock control policy to a first- come, 
first-served basis, would appreciably speed shipment and payment on 
an overall basis. Delay for typing would be offset by elimination 
' 
of steps prior to shipment on the shipping copy, and the invoice, 
I 
subject to notations, would be ready soon after a shipment was 
released. 
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The Eastern invoice system, being highly mechanized, in-
volves a series of control steps that are not needed in the other 
systems . Accuracy of copying from the telephone is handled at 
step 2 by audit, and at step 13 in compa ring typed t o hand-written 
or customer-written orders. The Credit Department ' s review on 
credit is made from the shipping copy, and stock control is also 
handled from it. Steps 16, 17, 29, and 31 are forms of checks on 
the relationship between the original order and the invoice. It 
would appear the Credit Office also makes a similar check after 
step 32, and the customer inevitably does so as well. Since research 
on the company's premises was limited by lack of time for extended 
questioning, the patterns that caused these multiple checks is not 
known to the writer. They may result from inadequacies of the ma-
chines, the adoption of fonner practices into the machine oper ation 
until the new system can be cleared of them, internal fear of error, 
or other reasons. It does seem, however, that any extension of 
this study would be concentrated in this particul ar area. 
In none of these cases is a dollar control established at 
the time of sale and balanced to final billing or value of shipments. 
Two firms begin their payable controls at the point of writing the 
invoice, although there are other controls to assure the return of 
~ 
an initiating document~ the billing point at Dennison and Eastern. 
In some firms, principally in the retail field, clerk sales 
are totaled on a memo basis which is later audited against actual 
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cash and charge saleschecks processed. Differences are noticeable. 
This is a long-span control of the many errors and possible finagling 
that can develop in systems handled by a large number of low-skill 
clerks. Certain sales organizations also t6tal sales on a memo basis 
and verify billings against themj and good salesmen often set up 
such analyses for their own information, to a.ct a.s control on home 
office accounting operations. 
7. Unit Analysis and Tabulating 
The subject of controls in machi ne and manual tabulating 
systems involves infinite detail that is a major study in itself, 
and rarely reaches to top management as a pr~blem. It has to be 
I delegated to skilled men at the operating level, and tends to be-
come overly complex. In another analysis, the over control of 
typical tabulating systems would be a worth while project. Such 
systems are developed by highly technical sale smen and supervisors, 
so that top management is not in a position to criticize or reduce 
the controls established. Short spans that control every step in 
detail, duplicate runs, and other e rrors of commission are probably 
more prevalent in machine tabulating systems, and less reducible 
because of their mysterious nature, than in any other type of sys-
tems application . In most other systems, ·there is usually a man 
with management's viewpoint in a position to judge operations and 
balance the cost of control against the results expected. This is 
less common in machine tabulating systems. Where such attitudes have 
been developed and machine systems simplified, appreciable savings 
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have been made. The writer's experience during the last year in 
federal government machine systems points up this statement. In 
one agency, savings of over $50,000 a year in rentals were effected, 
and far greater personnel savings resulted from the elimination of 
needless activities. 
8. Delivery Controls 
Breck has found that his best delivery control is the 
customer's silence. Inquiries on small non-received orders arriving 
within ten days can be answered by a format that points out the time 
cycle and requests advice if they have not heard of the package by 
the time the reply is received. Sears notes a ten-day span in their 
orders for additional non- shipped items, knowing that some will take 
longer, but the customer realizes that fact once it has been brought 
to his attention. Beyond that point, the less costly claims are 
adjusted by re - shipment and a request to return the other order if 
it show~ . Since it usually shows up from elsewhere because of an 
error in address, the balance is easily struck. Larger orders can 
be traced if they have been insured. Otherwise the post office will 
not trace . 
Dennison's shipments are usually by commercial carrier 
through which tracing and proof of delivery can be established. 
Eastern uses various methods, including the customer's own pick-up 
truck, and gets a receipted copy of the shipping order in such 
cases. 
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Where outs ide transportation companies are used, it is 
necessary to prepare a. bill of ladinge A filed copy of this document 
is the control on proper payment of charges.\ The traffic agent of 
the f irm usually makes his own estimate of t he charges on copies 
which go to Accounts Payable, a.nd differences are subject to recon-
cilia.tion. 
9. I nee nti ve and Pay 
Payroll systems are outside t he scope of this report, but 
preparation of job tickets in the Dennison system, and Breck ' s 
counti ng incoming envelopes into batches indica.te the.t order systems 
can be a ffected by payroll controls . One ou·~sta.nding General Elec-
tric system uses the same slip that a machinJ operator produces by 
as the inspection rece i pt and bonus sli p . No such outstanding by-
product use of order copies is noted in these systems , but the possi-
bility of developing them in any procedure should be watched for . 
The envelope in Breck's system goes with the order since it sometimes 
can clarify a name or address on an order, so that the envelopes 
could not be held , and weighed, for instance, to de termine productiv-
ity in steps 5 through 8. At Dennison, if addressograph and invoice 
typing were moved to the start of the system, mechanical supply of 
bonus tickets might be developed. At Eastern. there is no indioa-
i 
tion of a bonus system in the material suppli~d . 
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10. Production Forms 
One system indicates indirect i ntegration. of orders into 
production control by way of stock control at Dennison. There i s a 
direct tie on special printing orders, not cove red here . In a 
special order procedure, the order-writing system ha s a direct ing 
effect on production activity. 
11. Buying 
The effect of the systems studied on buying is indirect, 
for the most part. Breck buying is done we 11 ahe ad of the season 
to insure production and receipt on schedule. Moderate changes can 
be made in the buying pattern as sales experience is developed from 
stock-control data, as has been outlined. Stock control figures are 
very tightly analyzed in the first few days of a season, a.nd the 
effectiveness of statistical analysis is remarkable. 
At Dennison , the buyi ng effect is secondarily through the 
effect on manufacturi ng . At Eastern, the basic plan also is to 
buy properly before t he season even though some changes are practical 
all through it. Back orders are practical but not a major part of 
t he sales pattern because of the demand of customers for prompt de -
livery of desired appliances. 
Buying in all oases is based on last year's results. Then 
it is modified by multiple analyses, forecasts, and guesses. Ac-
curacy today in accounting for sales is the best assurance of good 
control over buying (and selling) in the future. 
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12. Acknowledgements 
Jf.ost modern systems attempt to disc ourage the use of 
order-a.cknowledgement copies for customers because of their extra. 
I 
cost and lack of direct effect .. The companies we studied have less 
use for such devices than do to-or der manufacturers. VVhere acknowledge-
ments are a standard practice, they are usually created with the 
\"rriting of the sales order, or the customer indicates his desire for 
an acknowledgement by including a second copy of his purchase order 
I 
for the purpose. Modern practice goes to the point where, if ship-
ment is made promptly, the customer's e.cknowl edgement form is not 
returned. There is some question as t o the 1ourtesy involved, and 
such forms should be processed through the S~les Department to 
straighten out relationships. Where de liveries are not prompt , as 
in production of special printing , it i s preferable t o give the sales 
I 
force a set of approximate schedules , based on the size and complex-
i ty of orders, to incorporate an estimate of deli very in his proposals. 
Acknowledgements as such are not used in the Breck system, 
but there is a series of special forms that advise the customer of 
routine variations from the normal that will ,affect the handling of 
his order. Dennison and Eastern show no arrange~ent for acknowledge-
ment handling in their systems write - ups. 
13 . Sales and Service Notifications 
Another device sometimes required by company practice is 
the issuance of notification to an interested party of a sales 
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action. Steps 30 and 31 in the Eastern system tie into such a prac-
tice where service will be provided the ultimate customer through a 
service contract centre.lly controlled by the wholesaler . The serv-
ice firm must be notified of the sale in such cases, and a file copy 
of the order held if the service group is to
1 
be paid. The Eastern 
system also uses informal copies of orders to advise the Sales De-
partment of activity within its interest, especially when special 
conte sts are in process. 
14. Accounting 
Accounting is the fourth major operational element inter-
ested in an order-filling system~ It picks up formal and informal 
data at several steps along the usual systems channels, at Billing, 
Accounts Receivable, Budget, Stock Control and others including 
Payroll inoenti ve plans, e.nd frequently balances them off to give 
i 
an independent top-level control. 
Control devices vary. In the Breck system, cash register 
totals , mail-opening production, the a.dvertising analysis corner 
torn from the order, stock tallies, receivable invoice copies, cop-
ies of purchase orders transmitted to outside suppliers , and other 
secondary sources of figures establish accounting controls of one 
sort or another. All accounting is not necessarily carried on in 
I 
the accounting offices, but the Comptroller or his equivalent is 
highly aware of most of those factors, for they eventually lead back 
into his hands and have their effect on the dollars he controls . 
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He is the principle management officer interested in control devices, 
but the controls lead off into the bailiwicks of other key menj so 
that a fully integrated and understood control system is somewhat 
of a rarity. The cases we discuss were chosen because they are 
f airly fully integrated. 
From the mechanical viewpoint , control may be in the form 
of adding machine tapes or totals., pieces of papers, punched cards, 
reports both verbal and written )~ formal and informal, aYdits, 
requisitions, invoices received as well as issued, and many other 
media, as wel l as audits. This again is another full subject of 
study that can only be touched onv 
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VII. Closing or Transfering Control Factors 
A. Cost of Control 
A control factor does not necessarily cease when an act-
ing factor returns and is balanced or checked off. The same total 
or document can then become a control for a later step. 
Thus, several control factors in the Eastern procedures, 
such as the original order form, go from point to point to establish 
new controls . 
One aspect of such handling is of interest because of the 
cost factor. It is possible to control every single step in an 
operation in detail, and there is a tendenc~ to do so in tabulating 
machine systems. But each control step costs money, and a large num-
ber of them can make the net result more costly than any possible 
savings resulting from the numerous controls. We cannot imply that 
such is the case at Eastern, but it is a type of system in which 
excessive control can grow, and in which direct top management obser-
vation is more difficult than in simpler systems. We have attempted 
t o use it, then, as a starting point for observations that may help 
the later reader look for excess controls in his own organization. 
The first step is to identify the control factors in each 
operating step of a detailed procedure, as we have generally done 
in the attached case histories. 
Then control factors that appear to duplicate each other 
can theB be identified and the most effective one retained while 
removing as many of the others as is possible~ 
B. Span of Control 
The span-of-control concept which is used in judging the 
number of persons one executive can supervise also applies in es-
timating the value of various control devices. Thus, one control 
point at the start and end of the Dennison system accomplishes many 
of the functions provided for in several controls in the Eastern 
system~ 
Comparison is noted in manufacturing practice. A com-
ponent that is not inspected until it is completed may be too costly 
either to rework or to scrap. Preventive process inspections, prob-
ably on a statistical sampling basis to identify trends before they 
get out of bounds, may be required. The amount of tolerance that 
can be allowed is a factor that determines inspection frequency . 
Thus , if typing multi - copy orders at the start of the Dennison sys-
tem was adopted, billing and invoice copies would need amendment for 
back orders and items canceled. ·Whether such treatment would be 
acceptable to the management, exchanging economy for appearance, 
would need to be examined. We advocate that the customer who 
is validly informed why certain thlngs are done has respect for the 
action taken, and the company's prestige is enhanced rather than 
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depreciated. We gave an instance of cycle billing in retail stores 
and cite the Sears' customer's willingness to accept the assig~ment 
of following strict instructions because of ,the economies he realizes. 
So , in considering span-of-control, we find: some controls 
established in one procedure might not be closed out within that 
procedure, but might be transferred to another, as the cash control 
total at Breck's; or might be not established a.t all because of 
adequate external control factors, such as the high ratio of customer 
integrity that Breck uses to reduce his follow-up of underpayments 
on mail orders; or might exist prior to the company's interest in a 
system, as the customer's follow-up on deliyeries, to force the ad-
i 
dition of records or actions that might otherwise not be established. 
as the customer record in the Dennison system where a numeric order 
control might otherwise suffice. 
c. Order Register Transferrence 
An order register 1 as covered earlier, is not the most 
needed control, and in many cases has been shorted out . In the 
Dennison chart, the customer history Kardex provides several func-
tions, including answering of customer inquiries. The record is 
closed on shipment or the goods, and the data may or may not be used 
again. Other devices, and District Sales Office records or sales 
figures from billings,might provide equivalent data to eliminate the 
, 
record to begin with 
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In the Eastern system, the original order travels from 
control to control, steps 1 through 5, 13 t~rough 18, 28, 29 and 34, 
transf~rring its control utility as it travels. At each stop it 
awaits incoming data to which it can be compared and passed forward 
again. It acts as a traveling order register as far as closure is 
concerned. The alphabetic and 
functions at steps 6 , 15, 23, 
at a new st~p in the system. 
numeric files al so perform control 
I 
30, and 31. Ea.oh represents the order 
The final dollar control is transferred 
f rom the original order to the Accounts Receivable tabulated totals 
in st~ps 25 and 29 . Thereafter the file copy of the order probably 
provides little activity or control. 
D. Proof of Delivery 
The Eastern system is the only one of the three that gives 
indication of requiring proof of delivery, and this is by inference. 
Normal assumption in most systems is that delivery is accomplished, 
except when de 1i very is made in company trucks, and the proof, in 
such cases, is probably as much a control on illegal diversion of 
merchandise as it is a proof that the customer received the goods. 
When shipment is by outside trucker , proof of shipment is implied 
in the trucker ' s invoice, and as he is held responsible for the 
shipment and claims of loss, he obtains proof of delivery which he 
does not pass back to the shipper unless queried. 
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E. Payroll 
Pay and bonus controls set up as part of the order filling 
procedure are not closed out as part of that system. An inspection 
approval (control) may be needed to validate them, but the controls 
. , 
go on into payroll accounting operations. 
F. Back Orders and Cancellations 
Back orders and cancellations in t he se systems are vari-
ously controlled. The usual control has t wo parts, the back-order 
form itself, and the overcharge to the stock record. On receipt 
of goods, applicable back orders a re pulled from file and probably 
balanced to the credit quantities shown on the stock record, before 
be i ng r e leased. Thereafter, they are re-processed as new orders. 
Cancellations are not so much controlled as they are individually 
followed. The volume of such actions is normally small so that 
systems and control are not complex. Handling takes one of two 
forms: 
1. A credit is issued through the regular order system 
which rev~rses entries orieinally made in al l cont rols This is a 
satisfactory arrangement in most respects, unless only partial en-
tries were made from the original order and ; special handling is 
required. 
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2. The canceled item is hand carried through channels and 
entries reversed at each step where they have been made, or reverse 
i 
controls are set at key points to void documents coming through e 
The las·t method is similar t o Eastern's system of handling 
the tabulating invoices created on items al~eady shipped COD. 
Setting credit authorization and stock control ahead of the Carda-
type would permit making the proper determination before other steps 
to avoid exceptions. Punched card coding would then eliminate tab-
bing and manual removal of unusable invoices . 
G. Special Controls 
It is in special control areas that an analyst finds great 
room for improvement. There are often special growths whose details 
are the property of a key person, not necessarily the supervisor, 
that could be integrated by application of a certain amount of fin-
esse and horse-sense. Thus special handling of cancellations can be 
reduced to a simple routine by issuing credits in the same routine 
as original orders. The analyst may be advised that the volume of 
any one such transaction is too small to justify study, but a series 
of special transactions can aggregate a time consumption that war-
rants his attention. Sometimes those items have been magnified and 
assigned to a.n old-timer or favored person who cannot be relied on 
to take part in normal high-production work. This is a personnel 
problem that can be handled only as management permits, but the 
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present tendency is to clear them out and assign the individual to 
honest duties that do not bear the onus of make -work , and where 
pride in accomplishment can be maintained~ 
H. Sales and Customer Histories 
In the matter of closing ou t entries in customer records, 
there are two notes we find in the systems under study: 
l. The Dennison second posting i s for closing out the 
order regi ster function, rather than improving the customer record . 
~vo postin~s to such a record should not be necessary unless the 
data will be used. 
2. Posttng the estimated value of an order has relatively 
little future sales value . Note that actual sales will be determined 
as the result of billing and accounting activity. 
Breck uses its Elliott stencil as the customer history 
record and sales record i n combination, and is the determinant in 
f uture catalog mailings. No further data is needed . Posting has 
been reduced to an elemental minimum, rather than keep a complete 
accurate record . It indicates only two classes of sal es , seed 
catalog and gifts, and a price range. There is no closure of this 
r ecord except as t h machines autornatioally eliminate stencils for 
customers who have not bought ove r a determinable period of time. 
For the most part, true customer and sales records come 
from the past , go on into the future . Recordine an order thereon 
i s transitory. 
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I. Stock Control Adjustments 
The mail-order system is not subject to a great amount of 
stock control adjustment. The tallying units only add. Returns 
are few, after the season's rush, and are absorbed in the issuance 
of a credit without bothering to add the few units back into stock 
balances. An item running out of stock and ' not expected in, as at 
the end of a season in Holland tulips, are not tallied as sales . 
An item on back order is merely tallied as sales arrive, and when it 
finally goes out of stock, the item is dropped from tallies. 
De~~ison is more concerned with back orders because of 
I 
the effect on production schedules. Returns again are minor, and 
when stock reaches a zero point on the record, it is compared with 
physical stock and open orders on a memorandum basis to see that 
physical and record figures balance. 
Eastern has a certain amount of returns of unsatisfactory 
units but it involves no volume problem in recording. 
All three firms rely on stock-taking as a means of balanc-
ing book figures. Eastern's physical reconcilements are most fre-
quent, both because of the high value and low volume of any particular 
item stocked. It is easy to verify quantities, and it is important 
I 
to have an accurate record of items in stock and available to answer 
custome r inquiries . 
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Of the three organizations, Eastern would be the one most 
concerned about discrepancies. In their stock, a shortage should be 
explained r ather than written of~ because of high value. The others 
are concerned with stock control as a means of assuring supplies at 
t he proper time. Exact reconcilement of physical stock and records 
i s generally impractical, although major differences would be sub-
ject to examination to determine cause, if possible, and make 
adjustment in any case. 
The ultimate closure of a stock record balance is the 
periodic physical inventory, rather than a posting action. This is 
modified, in the case of Eastern, by the ne~d to reconcile between 
available and actual stock balances. 
J. Billing and Invoicing 
Closing these items into Accounts Receivable is not a 
function of the order-filling system. The se figures are trans-
ferred to the other activity t o set new controls. 
K. Credit Modification 
Credit ratings are remotely controlled by the results of 
an order-filling system. But controls and systems for receivables 
and collection eventually develop credit ratings that have some 
direct effect on the handling of documents in order processing. 
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L. Accounting Controls 
In the accounting function, many controls are transferred 
from data and figures developed in the order-filling systems. They 
then cycle around thr ough their separate controls and procedures to 
supply stock, personnel, space, equipment aJd the other needs that 
make an order handling program possible . I 
M. Service Follow- Up 
Unless the company is basically a service organization» 
it will keep special service requirements in mind, and will use its 
services as arguments for developing salesj but will try to routinize 
them and avoid special services as a plague. Special services are 
expensive and are normally expected to be a part of the normal cost 
of merchandise. Thus office equipment sold on a systems basis may 
require extended service time on the part of the salesman, but 
preferably not his b~yond his return from the sale. Credit is 
offered when necessary. Sales promotion aids are a competitive 
necessity in the paper goods and appliance industries . They are 
beyond the capacity of the average dealer to produce, and are sup-
plied against careful budgets. 
Each of these companies leaves the customer alone after a 
sale . Poor performance gets to be known the hard way. Delegation 
of appliance service functions is made to service companies, and 
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repairs are paid for when limited guarantees require expenditures. 
The obligation fo r guarantees is set up as an accounting allowance, 
and no t in detailed guarantee record fi le s. The controls are the 
customer's requests and expiration of the basic agreementse 
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VIII . Summary of Findi ngs 
This report contai ns a large number of units of i nforma-
t i on on standard and special systems that can be valuable to an 
or gani zation that is seeking better ways to operate within the area 
covered by t he study . 
In observing three systems based on operations at three 
firms of different types , it is found that each has comparable 
problems but uses different terms to identify them and differing 
mechanical devices and control s to handle the documents concerned . 
The greatest area of difference lies in the types of 
controls that the firms have found to be necessary . One firm, in 
some cases, has e l imi nated certain control s and severely modified 
others that are almost mandatory i n anothe~ . 
There are two principa~ divisions of controls, major , in-
volving basic dollar and accounting controls , and minor, usually 
formed below the management level to protect and i nform lower levels 
of supervision . 
A strong case can be made for the need to eliminate, (or 
at least examine in detail and demand strong justification for, ) 
the se cond class of management controls , on the basis of duplication 
and cost . 
El imination of the second class of controls depends upon 
maturity in management and personnel relationships all the way down 
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the line of command, to ensure proper and full delegation ~ Top 
control, and broad spans of control provi de the protection needed 
by management without encumbering detailed operations with repeated 
cont r ols that cost more than they justify in avoidance of subordinate 
problems. 
In order to help the reader analyze his own organizational 
problems in tenns of management control, a combination of cos·t and 
statistical methods of analysis is proposed to determine whether a 
control is better omitted, modified, o:r continued. 
The adaptation of the Span of Control concept from nthe 
man i m nagement» to the scope of a control device was developed. 
!t is not fully emphasized, and wil l provide an area for further 
analysis by other students and philosophers of business theory. 
Full use of the concept oan materially reduce operating costs aris-
ing from excessive control at operating levels . The c ombination of 
that concept with cost-accounting and statistical analyses can 
bring to top management a new vision of minimized controls needed to 
govern the flow of activities in areas outside of their vision . 
Finally, it is apparent that almost any system can be 
criticized, even if presumably on a constructive basis , for there 
ar~ many ways of accomplishing an end. Such criticism will (or 
should) not cause change. Only detailed analysis should be used 
to change a system, or justify its continuation. Furthermore, unless 
change is carefully timed, with full cognizance of all details that 
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need integration, the new procedure will become an amalgamation 
that will have its own drawbacks . Historical facts of the old 
system must be determined in detail# including production rates 
and cost, to avoid changes that swing between alternate procedures 
over the years like a monumental pendulum. Conversely, change should 
not be resisted ''be ause we tried that one and it didn't work, tt per-
haps twenty years before. 
The development that seems most useful is the rising be -
lief that controls are unnecessarily complex. There are more apt 
to be too many than too few in an established and profitable organi-
zation . And there appear to be ways to maintain equivalent value 
of control at less cost. 
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